ISC Talk

’Don Giovanni’
Tickets to the SJS produrtiun
of Mozart’s opera "Don filo,anni," which opens tomorron
night ill t’ollege Theater al 8 15,
Ore on Yale at the Ito% (Mice.
Athol...Ion Is 50 rents for ...to general. It a heel lett
dent. and 81,
resersations :will be isold at 1111.
iii111Ir after tt o’clock the night
oI Bath Iduu. I performances.
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Ceremony Here Pornes,Sopneoaks
Honors Scholars Convocation
SJS’ first Honors convocation
today at 11 a.m. in Morris Dailey
auditorium will establish a precedent for future annual ceremonies.
The convocation, honoring 247
President’s and Dean’s scholars,
14.0 grade point for both 1961
semesters or 3.5 grade point for
same period, respectively), will
hear an address by guest speaker,
Pr, Henry Steele Commager, noted
historian and author. The convocation is open to the public.
Speaking on. "The University
and the Recreation of the World
Community," the historian will
delve into aspects of the impact
colleges and universities have and
will have on community life, accenting to Dr. William Tidwell, associate professor of bacteriology.
Dr. Commager is traveling to
San Jose State for the ceremonies
from Massachusetts where he is
a professor at Amherst. college.
-

_
Kaucher Finalists
To Compete Today
For $50 Award

compete for the
Fmaiists
biannual Dorothy Rancher Oral
Interpretation award of $50 today
at 3:30 p.m. in Studio Theater.
Created in 1950-51 by an anonymous donation of $150. the award
is given in honor of the oral interpretation work of Dr. Dorothy
}Cautery professor emeritus of
speech.
Biannual presentations are made
possible by additional rkmations
to the Katicher Award fund, the
drama funds of the Speech and
Drama department and fees collected by the department’s Pulite,
Pertei-nance Bureab.
-.EVEN FINALISTS
The seven finalists, who ui
read seven-minute selections. w:
be judged upon their choice
material, presentation skill, abilii:,
Ira communicate to an audience
and their understanding of the
author’s intellectual and emotional
intent.
JiidGing will he held at the conclusion of the readings and Dr.
liaticher will present the award.
Finalists and their selections
are Pant Blake, Katherine Mansfield’s -Miss Brill;" Robert Browning, Jessamyro West’s "Shivaree
Before Breakfast."
Susan Evers, Girattrioux’s "The
Madwoman of Chaillot:" Russell
Unicorn!), excerpts on "Love" by
Maeleish. Seroyan, Browning. Rom rand and Rupert Brooks; Bill Fur kiss, Mark Twain’s "How to Tell
a Story," Lee Ruggles, Stephen
Vincent Benet ’s "Portrait of it
Southern Woman:" and Fred Scott.
James Weldon Johnson’s "Go
Down Death."
"r

TIIREF: JUDGES
Judges for today’s competition
am hr Josephine Chandler, proof English: Dr, Hugh W
Gilli5. professor of drama: and
Dr. E. P. Panagopoulos. associate
Professor of history.
Student chairman for the corn Petition is Luis Valdez, who won
The award last semester with a
reading
Federico Garcia Loreas
"lament for the Death of a Bullfighter." Faculty chairman is Dr.
Crairtaney Nooks, associate pro.
ftPsor of specs+.

Two Pistol Men
Cop All-Amencan
"L
trkii
have bee"
named’ to D"liCel"a4"1.8.
"All-American" pistol
learns, following nation-wide comPetition conducted by the American Revolver essoclation.
S,,ri Jose State’s intercollgiaic
’ learn placed third in the as.1tion’s national matches with
Army first and Navy second.
imey. a junior, was named
itah man on
the first team. Lemsonhomore, placed third on
r"n
the ;.,econd 1111,American
learn.

He also teaches at Columbia university, New York.
College deans, Dr. John Gilbaugh and Dr. Stanley Benz. have
requested that all participating
students be excused from class for
the ceremonies. This includes honorees as well as Black Masque
and Blue Key members who will
be ushering. A cappella choir is
also excused for participation in
the program.

President’s message.
In its continuing quest for academic excellence, San Jose State
College has made significant progress during the year 1961-62 by
initiating an annual Honors Convocation. Today in our first such
ceremony, 247 youthful scholars
will be recognized for their academic accomplishments. Twentyfive students who have achieved
a 4.0 grade-point average will receive the designation "President’s
Scholars." One hundred ninetyseven students with a 3.5 gradepoint average will be designated
"Dean’s Scholars."
These men and women are the
scholastic vanguard of the college
student body. Their high academic
accomplishments are a challenge
to all of the college’s students.
By demonstrating their willingness
to pay the price of learning in
work, study, in the pain of practice, in earnestness of effort, the
students honored at today’s Convocation have illuminated and centered attention upon the college’s
Istandards of excellence.
And in so doing they have
achieved for themselves that which
is of supreme importance: Knowledge, understanding, the power to
In. Emerson summarized the sub.ct of learning in a simple sentence: "Do the thing and you shall
have the power, but they who do
not the thing have not the power."
To our Honors students of 1962
we extend congratulations and
ts,mmendations upon your achievements. It is our hope that all students of the college will respond
to your challenge of scholastic accomplishment.
Pres. John T. Wahlquist
May 23, 1962

mho ui. . a la ntouage
Ift
prolesifor at the l’alsersityof
Santa Clara. will ins estigate
"Difficulties ftetsseen the Netherlands and Indonesia Concerning Ness Guinea" Friday night
at 8 at the international Student Center, 255 S. Market st.
Three films on the Netherlands,
Ness Guinea and the West Indies will be shown.

Senior Stu Flansburg Named
Advertising Manager

Daily

Senior Stu Flensburg was appointed Spartan Daily advertising
manager by ASH Pres. Bill Hauck,
and the move received a warm reception from Student Council during the group’s regular meeting
yesterday.
Council approved the appointment by a 13-0 vote, concurring
with a recommendation from the
Journalism and Advertising destaff.
Flensburg, of 1336 Cristina, an
advertising major, has served two
semesters on the Daily advertising staff, one as office manager.
lie is a former editor of the San
.rose city college newspaper, and
served three months as advertising
manager of the Nevada City Nuggett.

Prof Given
$250 Grant !

pay for the June Commencement
speaker and allocated $300 from
the general fund for that purpose,
at the request of Pres. John T.
Wahlquist.
Since $200 of student funds had
previously been allotted for a
speaker, this means the ASH will
pay the entire $500 honorarium
to bring Dr. Frank C. Baxter,
University of Southern California
professor of English here in June.
Appointments to the ASH judiciary and Spartan programs committee were also approved by the
council yesterday.

A $250 grant from the College
Research committee has recently
been awarded to Dr. Emmanuel
Hatzantonis, assistant professor of
foreign languages, for work to be
conducted in Greece this summer.
Dr. Hatzantonis, who will leave
DAVIS APPOINTED
about June 15 for Athens, will do
Jeff Davis, former ASH execuhis research on "The Literary Intive secretary. was named chief
fluence of Italy and Spain on Niko
justice of the Judiciary. Justices
A
are Gary Olimpia, Pat Hearney,
Kazantzakis." Kazantzakis, who
Dr. Warren Fraleigh, associate
STU FLANSBURG
died recently, was a well-known
SPECIAL COMMITTEE
professor of physical education.
. new Daily ad manager
In other business, Student Counliterary figure in Greece.
Melvin Miller. associate professor
cil voted in a legislative directive
During his study, Professor Hat police, Harlene Heller. and Bill
to appoint a special committee to of
zantonis will visit the private
Erdman.
study the areas of policy conflict
brary of Kazantzakis on the island
Miss Heller and Erdman will
between Spartan Daily, student
of Crete. He will also visit Italy
serve half-year terms; all others
government, and the administraduring his European stay.
will serve a full year.
tion, and approved a resolution to
Dr. Hatzantonis has resigned
Named as members of Spartan
defer consideration of the newsfrom SJS to return to the Univerprograms committee were: Earl
paper’s budget until the committee
Baldoek, Ray Chew, Judy Harris,
sity of Oregon, where he will beClassic films presentations for submits a report.
gin leaching an experimental
George Martin. Nani Rao, and Suthe semester bow out today with
represophomore
Submitted
by
course in comparative literature.
san Taylor. The group will serve
"My year as San Jose State has two showings of "The inspector sentative Bob Pisano, the directive under Linda Jones, who was named
Larson
ch;w-r. in last week.
been a highly satisfying experi. General." a 1954 Russian release. tells vice president Steve
to work
once," the professor said.
The film will be shown at 3:30 to appoint a group
igat
invest
this afternoon and again at 7 p.m. Hauck and himself,
publisher
Bath presentations will be in Con- such areas as: the
Spartan Daily; the relationship I.
cert Hall,
tween the Daily, the college ado’.
"The Inspector General" is istration. and the associated s’:
The roaring 20s with its speakon
the
play
Russian
based
by
hot
jazz
make
easies, flappers and
dents; and an evaluation of
DR. HENRY COMMAGER
dramatist, Nikolai Gaga’ and was president’s student publications
up the setting for tomorrow
.. first convocation speaker
written in 1834.
visory board.
night’s Friday Flick, "Five PenThe famous comedy satirizes
Scholarship, and loans totaling
nies," 7 and 9 o’clock at Morris provincial corruption in Czarist
WILL REPORT
This committee is to submit a $1300 have been contributed to
Dailey auditorium.
Russia.
report on its findings no later than the student loan fund by the paJazz great Red Nichols and his
The film has Russian dialogue
trons of San Jose State. The anoriginal Five Pennies jazz group ] with English subtitles. Because of council’s second regular meeting
nouncement came during a dessert
are played by Danny Kaye, Ray the length of the film, no pre- in the fall semester.
Spartan Daily’s budget, accord - held recently in the Spartan cafeAnthony, Shelly Menne, B o b by liminary feature has been achedin gto the resolution, will he con- teria.
mTroupe, Ray Daly and Harry
Five $100 scholarships will be
Guradino.
ing to sidered at that time. In the meanNext semester.
operate presented to Spartans in different
An element of warmth is pro- Robert Orem, professor of English time, the newspaper will
departments. The remaining $800
vided to the film by Tuesday Weld! and coordinator of the film series, on a temporary budget which
"When I first came to San Jose to walk for fifteen minutes after
near contribution goes into the emerup
in
the
will
set
council
Wednesbe
on
will
who
presentations
daughter
Nichol’s
plays
who
gency student loan fund which is
State. the Southern Pacific rail- each period." he said.
survives polio and inspires her days, instead of the current Thurs- future.
available to student through the
In spite of a few conditions
reconsidalso
Council
Student
road ran along wha t is now
day
series.
father’s comeback.
office of the Dean of Students
which could stand improvement,
to
help
on
refusing
stand
ered
its
Fourth st. We used to have to Professor Daugherty said that in
Stanley C. Benz.
stop classes because of the noise general, things are quite satisfacWinners of this year’s patron
scholarships were Paul L. Naand vibration. Long freights were tory.
varro, nuisie: Gerald Frost, enWEATHER ADVANTAGE
the worst, often holding up proggineering: Sandra Lee Nevis, nurs"One of the best things about
ress for as much as eight or ten
teaching in this area is that the
tig: Edith Graham, home economminutes." said Lyman If. Branch.
is so pleasant." he said.
.-s: and Kathleen McCarty, physierty, professor of botany, who is
"Actually, I was told to come to
I Mum] t ion.
ret ri rig this year.
Three sections of the patrons
California. During the First World
Phi Kappa Phi’s Distinguished
Professor Daugherty, who came
War, my lungs were burned by
were largely i.esponsible for raisto SJS in 1930, earned his B.A.
"The common denominator of British concept of law is self-suf. Scholar award will be presented ing the $1300 gift. The groups were
mustard gas. My doctor told me
Dr. Alexander Vueinich. proto
and M.A. at Stanford university,
from
morals
and
separate
ficient
that I would be much better off all human law is the relationship!
headed by Mesdames John Lynch,
fessor of sociology and anthroand afterwards attended the Uni-it stands alone.
in the West Coast climate,"
Hampton Jones. W. Zarrizow and
between law and morals," Dr. Wilpology, tonight at the chapter
versity of California.
however,
concept,
American
The
The botanist, who has been a liam Dusel, vice president of the!
Loy Hayes.
banquet at 6 in the cafeinitiation
"This school has growing pains,"
that
assumption
the
is
based
on
members of the U.S. Bureau of
yesterday at the people have certain natural rights teria.
he continued. "When I came there
asserted
college
Plant Industry, has written a book
Professor Vucinich win also be
were only about 1400 students, and
and the law must be interperted to
Now, entitled ’The Upper Triassic Flora book talk held in the cafeteria.
a relatively small faculty.
featured speaker at the dinner.
In his review of the book, "The determine moral intent
Arizona."
of
Students waning iri gei a taste
when you see a faculty member
an annual event of the national
After he retires from SJS. he Concept of Law," written by Herof what becoming a Nacy pilot is
SHOWS INADEQUACIES
vou know, it is a rare occasion.,,
scholastic honorary society.
do research work at the Unit - bert L. Hart, professor of jurislike. can do so today and tomor"As a f3ritisher. Hart doesn’t
The Distinguished Scholar award
versify of Michigan. where he will
RI( PROBLEM
Navy T-ll4 training plane
defend the British system per se," recognizes faculty members who row in a
fossil
fossils
gal
e
and
ti
nves
said
that
professor
The botany
the San Joisc airport.
Dr. Dusel declared. "He attempts gain national acclaim for distin- at
one of the biggest problems now plants. This summer, he plans to
Students interested must first
to show the inadecmacies of the guished scholastic contribution to
facing the college is the lack of do research in the petrified forconcept of law their fields through publications. apply and take it series of psyBritish
traditional
the
for
federal
out
Arizona
Pins
of
pointed
office space. but he
tests at the Navy van
and the inadequacies of extreme academic awards and grants and chological
that if a new office building were government.
located for the rest of the week in
concepts."
moral
tangible
evidence.
other
are
F’rofessor
chess
be
Art
and
probably
constructed it W0111(1
the Art Quad
Professor Vircinich is the author
Har t suggested merging both
so far from the classrooms that it Daugherty’s favorite hobbies.
Students under 21 must first
Institutions."
Economic
"Soviet
American
concepts
of
the
BoBritish
and
with
the
associated
is
would create an almost impossible] He
-].:red by their
have a rd’law
system.
"The
Soviet
Academy
of
Sciences,"
for
the
most
efficient
America
Society
of
and
tanical
inconvcience.
parents
another
book
’
said,
Dusel
and
is
completing
Dr.
for
Ad
Association
"1 %twilrl rather share a little the American
In his investigation. Hart em. "Science in Russian Culture,
space close to my class than have vancement of Science.
411 ERIN II III
phasizerl that moral laws are of Formative Age." scheduled
supreme importance to the inch - publication later this year. He ’
v du a I Moral laws are command- contributed numerous articles
1mi rt
I o,a, ung
1.01 "-IN
ed and maintained by social pres- publication in journals.
for an unusual toile
sures," the author asserted.
Dr. Vueinich has reeelVed
gift for someone, %AY
is 111\111\1/ 1W 11111 .1111 To %VAR
search grants from the Social
Ilk.’ vttorwlf Well, the
Minister Valerian Zorin
RESPECT LAW
1,) ,
Research
council
and
’
Pan’. Belt people might
.tirl Wednesday the dispatch 111 American troops to Thailand "could
Dr. Dusel dlscused the presence the American Council of Lealjust hase the answer.
Swedish
lo war and not a small war either." Commenting on
of social pressure to respect law, SOeietieS. lie has appeared on
It’s a line brown or
claim in the 17-nation Disarmament Conference that advance notifi"although not all members feel procrams of the American S..
black Vali belt, neatly
cation of troop movements could lessen tensions, he said: "Mr. Kenobligated to do so."
logical society and the Pacific
Coiled up inside, pl
nedy gave us advance notice of the fact that he Was sending troops
DR. WILLIAM DUSEL
"Hart feels that society cannot !ciological society.
this us plastic replica of
to Thailand. Did that decrease tension? No. It could even lead to
... reviews law concepts long survive unless the majority i His paper. "The Russian State
a golf hall or Smiling
an explosion.
of the people accept laws inter- I and the Local Community," ar.]
same. Be Ow first in
prudence at Oxford university. Dr. nally," Dr. Dusel pointed out. "He ipresented before an ,Stnei.’,RED RORDER GUARDS HAI.T l’.s. CONVOY
our group to own onto
- Russian border guards yesterday held up a D.S. Dusel said the author investicates feels we must have a strong core it-remelt of Learned Societies tr.
BERLIN
Just 3.511 does it.
attempt
to
change
which
regulations
an
law
in
hours
goyof
concept
suhsenue,
of
citizens
who
have
internal
desix
positivist
ing
in
the
New
for
York
and
convoy
Army
erring use of the highway lifeline to the West. The convoy of 26 the English use and the interpre- vat ion to the laws of the land and published in "The Transform.’
soldiers on four trucks finally was cleared for passage on the 110- tivist concept which the Amer. will live up to the hew because of Russian Society." edited t.
ROOS
they feel it is the ’right’ thing to E. Black and published by the
mile highway through East Germany after U.S. hoadquarters sent leans Ilse
isch",
44. Harvard University press.
Dr. liux1 iiNplauted that the
a prole.d. to 6oviet headcittartars.

Following the ceremonies, Dr.
Commager will be guest of honor
at a reception in the cafeteria
from 2:30-3:30 p.m. History department will act as host.
Sponsore of the Honors program today are honor societies,
Phi Kappa Phi, Key club and Sigma Xi club in conjunction with
the ASB and Spartan foundation.

Russian Movie
inal Classic

Patrons Present
S1300 in Loans,
Scholarship Funds

Friday Flick

Retiring Prof Recalls
1930
Noise Proble

Key to Law Systems
Explained in Book Talk

Dr. Vucinich
To Be Feted

Chance To Fly

world wire
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Editorial

Before You Accuse...
6,111. fo.a.ple Ilkt to !WI
thellieeht, as
People liki
martyrs. So they speak up for others who don’t speak up for
theinselYes or ydio don’t see a need to speak up.
’indents have taken up the cause of the Russian
Si
club’s treatment at International day ceremonies and in the
Spartan Daily. Some suggest that the Daily deliberatively ignored the results until Tuesday of the International day booth
judging because the Russian club won.
There is one fault from which these particular persons suf.
ferlack Of investigative spirit. They saw an act -coverage of
the festivities by the Spartan Daily and interpreted it without
seeking or accepting any explanations.
They immediately decided that malicious contempt was
behind such coverage and they immediately made their accusations. In effect, they accused the Spartan Daily of being
prejudicial in its news columns. They without investigating-issued an
It to the honesty and integrity of the staff.
If these people would have checked with the Spartan Daily
before coming mat with accusations, they would have been informed that announcement of the winners of the booth judging
came too late to be included in Monday’s paper: they would
haYe realized that the photographer shot pictures of the festivities before any winners were announced and that he selected
pictures for the Daily on the basis of picture make up and
quality. He was not, at any time. specheally instructed to photograph the booths. He was instructed to get pictures of the festivities-- which he did.
The mural? Please investigate before you accuse!
C.P.

[ Sparia

o-Rourt d

By DRU CHALLBERG
Society Editor
}AIX: TROUBLE
Pi Kappa Alpha frogs shorted themselves in the recent Angel’s
camp Frog Jumping contest. "B.O.." owned by Gary Hughes, neglected to jump. -Garbage Truck." owned by Bob Schenone, fared
better by jumping 7 feet, 10 inches which put him into the top ten
frogs. He was disqualified from the finals due to his disappearance
through the front gate.
The fraternity will attempt to regain the Tug-of-War trophy
during the June 3 annual Active-Alumni picnic.
ANCHOR MAN
Now holding the title of Delta Gamma Anchor Man is Tom
Huber of Phi Sigma Kappa. The award was presented to Huber
during the Delta Gamma formal Friday night. Runners-up were
George Claus of Alpha Tau Omega and Bob Garrett of Theta Chi.
MOUNTAIN RETREAT
Alpha Tau Omega actives and pledges will journey to the Santa
Cruz mountains for a camp-out over the Memorial Day holiday
This will be the first of the planned semi-annual Brotherhood
retreats. Among the activities during the session will be several
contests including knife-throwing, fishing and a tug-of-war.
Saturday night, Alpha Tau Omega will hold its spring formal
at the Pogonip Polo club in Santa Cruz,
HONAYTONK ATMOSPHERE
Sigma Pi fraternity plans an old time movies party Saturday
night and entertainment will be based on a 1920’s theme. Daryl
Hosick will be pounding the ivories on the Honkytonk piano.
TOP POSMONS
Moulder Hall reported a 75 per cent voter turnout in the hall
elections for fall semester officers. Residents selected Rich Le Clert,
president; Isaac Fttkuda, vice president; Pat Bremmer, treasurer,
and Doug Mortensen, secretary.
Officers at the Catholic Women’s center are Annie Ramos,
president; Linda Lorenzetti, vice president; Mary Murphy, secretary; Janice Rapozo, treasurer, and Mary Green, standards chair.man.
Holding fall semester offices at Sigma Pi are Daryl Hosick.
-- president: Robert Kolby, vice president; Jim Giussi, secretary, and
Steve Caplan, treasurer.
PL’eN7NGS
Mary Coltasta, sophomore commercial art major and resident
of Maximum hall from Palo Alto, to Tom Venecia, Pi Kappa Alpha
senior engineering major from San Francisco.
Judy Farrell, Phi Mu sophomore advertising major from La
Crescents, to Bill Cox. Lambda Chi Alpha senior business finance
major from Willow Glen.
Valerie Hone, Kappa Kappa Gamma sophomore speech correction major from San Francisco. to Jim Whitaker, Beta Theta Pi
pre-med major at Cal and from Paris, France.
ENGAGEMENTS
Anna Belle Colvin, Phi Epsilon Omicron junior home economics
education major and Hoover Hall resident from Lodi, to Dennis
Horgan, Chi Pi Sigma police fraternity junior police science major
from San Jose. Horgan is now employed by campus security police.
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Only
school days*
left to buy LaTorre!
ISJSC

Yearbook)

Greeks
Sports
Independents
Queens
Personalities
with more color than ever before.
A complete history of Campus life
for 1962.

$6

You can purchase your
LaTorre at the Student$
Affairs Business Office

TH 16
Unto dei,very date on Campus

Bigger Crowds Attend 7"-1
On Third Day at Fair

ehd

Daily Congratulated
On Coverage

Editor’s Note: This is the *bird in
series of art.cles on the World’s Fair
in Seattle.
By SANDRA DILL
WORLD’S FAIR. Seattle
This morning the fair was a different place.
It was crowded with long lines
in front of nearly all the exhibits. There was no line in front
of the fine arts exhibit and we
had tickets, so we made this our
first stop. This is the only exhibit that is nut free. It costs
50 cents.)
This exhibit is divided into
five sections featuring American
and international art since 1950,
Ancient East and Northwest Indian art, and masterpieces. The
display of the Indian art was
%% ell dune and the sculpture from
the Ancient East was beautiful.
The rest of the exhibit was a
let -down.
The masterpieces were set in
a starkly modern setting which
robbed them of a great deal of
their texture and appeal. The
modern pieces were too modern
for my comprehension.
A new school of artists who
label their works with appropriate titles such as "Red Meets
Orange" and "Black" dominated
the modern sections. "Red Meets
Orange" is a canvas painted
half red and half orange. and
"Black" is simply a black canvas in a frame. Delightful?
Comments around the exhibit
ran from "Isn’t this one . . . ah
. . . interesting? to "My twoyear-old can do better than this
one!"
The Ford Foundation pavilion
is one of the most popular. We
must have been in line for at
least an hour. When you enter

the exhibit door you find yourself in a "rocket." The -Ride"
takes you tonay TEOM earth and
you watch artificial satellites go
hurrying by as you pass them
o nyour way to outer space. The
ride takes 12 minutes, all of
them interesting.
Denmark has one of the finest
non-science exhibits at the fair.
Cleverly written epigrams delineate the national goals in farm
produce, tourist attractions, and
electronics. The UAR exhibit is
another of the non -science exhibits that is very worthwhile.
The House of Living Light. the
house of the future, is done using only circular forms. It is
sponsored by the Douglas Fir
Plywood association and the
whole house is made of this
product. Uutra-modern, it looks
very comfortable. Even the disgruntled males who were dragged into the house by their "better halves" were, once inside,
fascinated by the innovations.
The Gayway is full of the newest scare treatments as well as
the old established rides. The
majority of the rides are space
oriented. The Monster, the Wild
Mouse, and a tremendous twowheeled Space Wheel (Ferris
Wheel modified) are among the
wildest.
There is a Fast Draw Theater
where Hollywood stunt men
give the low-down on how the
falling, fighting and killing is
accomplished in the movies.
Booths and games, too numerous to mention, along with the
20 different rides, make this an
important part of the fair for
those (an one foreign visitor
put it) "still got the young in
the heart:.

Broadway Veterans Take
Television’s 4 Top Awards
HOLLYWOOD UPI (Broadway captured television’s four
top acting awards Tuesday night
at the 14th annual Enuny cere-
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monies with seasoned theater
veterans E. G. Marshall, Shirley Booth, Julie Harris and Peter
Falk winning performing statuettes.
Miss Booth was voted the best
actress Enuny for her weekly
portrayal in "Hazel," the busybody, big-hearted maid.
Marshall, playing a battling
defense attorney in "The Defenders," walked off with the
best actor in a series award. His
show won three other Emmys,
including best dramatic show of
the year.
Audiences in Hollywood, New
York and Washington, in addition to viewers of the nationally telecast program, saw Miss
Harris break into tears when
she accepted her award as best
actress in a single performance
for "Victoria Regina."
Falk, in the role of a tough but
sentimental truck driver, was
voted best actor in a single performance for "The Price of Tomatoes."
Members of the 6000-member
National Academy of Television
Arts and Sciences voted a "prestige award" to Mrs. Jacqueline
Kennedy for her plot as hostess
in a tour of the White House.
The presentation was made by
Supreme Court Justice William
0. Douglas. It was accepted by
Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson who
said, "I know how pleased and
surprised Mrs. Kennedy will he.
It is her feeling the White House
belongs to all peoples of
America."
"Program of the Year" award
was given the producers of "Victoria Regina."
Television’s biggest stars were
present for the awards program
which saw 27 Emmys distributed. NBC won 12, CBS 10, and
ABC five.

fit,
The San Jose international
Si talent Center wishes to commend you and your staff, and
to thank you for the excellent
coverage in the Spartan Daily
of the events of International
Week and the International ball.
It was a splendid job and we
are most grateful for your interest and your cooperation.
Harold A. Kaznunan, M.D.
Pnsdident

Another Version
Of Booth Award
Editor:
Re: letter of Tom McCall,
ASH 7030.
It seems Mr. McCall was not
close enough to the stand to
hear correctly or else he listened
with the "open mind" of
Khrushchev. Dr. Richards first
announced that the French club
booth won first place, and then,
noting her mistake. quickly added: "Oh, I’m sorry . . ." (Presumably for her error and not
that the Russian club had won-her pause noted the period and
end of sentence.) And then, Dr.
Richards added, as best I can
recall, without the "but" heard
by McCall: ". . . the first place
goes to the Russian club."
Mr. Pann, while on the platform, in front of the microphone, said, "Thanks," and
made a few joking remarks to
Dr. Richards which she returned. It is a shame that a few
members of Students Against
Communism do not have the
same sense of humor their advisers and friends do.
It is ironic that Dr. Richards
did most of her undergraduate
work in Russian literature and
language; now SAC and Mr. McCall and other people think she
would publicly insult the Russians and their American cultural counterparts, the Russian
club.
The photographs used in Monday’s paper showed no "slipups." The picture of the French
club singing also showed a British student, eating sukiyaki,
wearing German Leiderholzen
shorts. He may have just finished eating Russian shishkebob as
well. Who knows?
While not "restraining his
anger" in his eagernes to criticize, Mr. McCall failed to notice
the back-page picture of the
French club painting, brightly
done, being studied by Dd. Goddard, head of the Modern Languabe department, where Russian also is taught. The photographs printed were used because they showed the interest
of International Day theme, not
because they did or did not show
someone or thing.
In closing I might add that
Mr. McCall should have heard
the French club perform; they
were very good.
Bob M. Hall
ASB 12428

More Comments
On Winning Booths
Editor:
"Russian- refers to a people:
"U.S.S.R." refers to a political
entity. The Russian booth at the
International Bazaar was culturally ’respired. At the Russian
booth the only people who were
not native born United States
citizens were escapees from the
Soviet sphere. The Russian booth
represented these Russian people and their culture.
The Intercultural Council presented a trophy for the best decorated booth to the Russian club.
The club members received congratulations from the other foreign student groups participating
in the bazeer, but the Spartan

REDUCED PRICES
ON

DAYSTROMMEATH
COMPONENTS AND

HOLIDAY
Fast Serv Foods
Intro., from Rem

library!

4th and San Fernando

STEREO HI-F! KITS

and Parry
Student Wants
Question Answered

Dailywhich knew of the other
awards presented at this timeoverlooked this one; and the
Spartan Daily photographer-who photographed the third
place ( ’reliant booth and the
second place (French I booth for
publication (see Monday’s Spar-,
tan Daily) and stood with his
back against the Russian club
booth to get the picture of the
French club boothapparently
didn’t notice the first place
’Russian ) booth.
One of the foreign students
commentin gon the above said,
"These people (the Americans)
have to be educated."
The United States of America
is one of the last refuges left
to the White Russian people and
the other escapees from the Sovice entity now in power in their
homeland. These Russians, the
one living in the United States
of America today, have more
reason to hate and fear the
U.S.S.R. than we do; for they
know’ it, they have seen it face
to face, and they have fled it.
If the U.S.S.R. should ever
become a power in this country
these people, the Russian expatriates, are probably the only
ones who would suffer more
than we would.
What a strange coincidence
that the Spartan Daily completely missed the entire motivation
mechanism of the decorating
competition, or was this some
more of the "censorship" that
the editor mentioned last week?
Lee E. Mason
ASS 7711’!.

Editor:
The panel discussion on flea.
detnic freedom in Morris Daial
was most interesting and well
handled, with the exception per.
haps. of a longer question period,
I particularly wanted to clues.
tion Dr. Cadwallader in regard
to his assertion that private
educational institutions have
(lone more for the cause of academic freedom than the public
schools. Perhaps I can get
an
answer here.
Democracy implies the people
have popular control and guaran.
teed participation in the finances, administration, and policy of
their educational institutions.
Such Is not the case in the private college.
Why shouldn’t we assume you
have presented a questionable
comparison between pre ate and
public educational institutions especially by appealing to the
First amendment? Or on the
other hand a paradox where our
society is supposedly receiving
greater benefits from a semi.
democratic institution without
legal responsibility to the people?
Ralph E. Ferguson
ASS 95317

Class Show Film,
’Jazz Introduction’
The film "Introduction to
Jazz" will be shown to today’s
11:30 a.m, survey of music literature class in Concert Hall.
Examples of jazz will be
played by groups led by senior
Loren Smith and junior John
Moore following the film showing.
The Tuesday and Thursday
class meetings are open to all
interested persons.

’Funeral Serivce’
Not Just for Reds
Editor:
Richard Reeb talks of an
American offensive which "must
lead to a funeral service over
the USSR."
Does he know that Molotov,
the demoted right wing advocate of theromonuclear war, is
saying exactly the same thing?
Molotov claims that such a
war would destroy capitalism.
Khrushchev, having more sense
than It u s si a n and American
right wingers, demoted Molotov.
saying in effect, "Nuclear war
will destroy capitalism AND
communism."
In this country we have pious
military men and holy right
wingers who believe that complex problems can be resolved
by simple answers
namely.
dropping the bomb.
In Russia, Khrushchev also is
plagued by right-wingers. There
are many Molotovs who have
not yet been demoted. The right
wingers of both countries are
determined to get us into war.
Once the mutual exchange of
nuclear warheads starts, the
fanatics of both countries will
jubilantly say, "There, I told
you Khrushchev tor Kennedy)
couldn’t be trusted."
It’s time that Richard Reeb
realize that the "funeral service" will be mankind’s, not
something exclusively for Communists.
Richard RuhaA^her
Afill 142(17

Big Auto
Insurance Savings Announced
Women and married men cte
21: $75 less SIT dividend, Cr a nal
of US (based on current 17 per
cent dividend). Single men under
25: 1252 Nu MI dividend, er a net
of S201.
sionomo Bodlly Iniury Liabilitv TS
Property Damage and 1500 my Payments. Other cevergu a
parable savings. Payments ta-ad once, twice or four fin,. a
Cell or write for full infer.
-aria to George M. Campbell.
166 Massie Avenue, Sunnyvale,
sFaxnt 5.1741 (day I nits/.

FOR GIFT IDEAS VISIT

ST. JOSEPH’S
SHOP

RELIGIOUS SUPPLIES.
GIFTS, AND BOOKS

49 W. Son Fernando
Phone: 295-2130
Two doors lest of St. Joseph’s Church

Associated

Students

of

San Jose City College
present

Dr. S. I. Hayakawa
"Understanding Modern Art"
FRIDAY, MAY 25

8:30 p.m.
San Jose City College

Men’s Gym
Gen. Adm. $1.50
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Previn to Conduct CSM-SJS Jazz Bands
Music of Gershwin Give ’Swingin’ Concert
Pianist Andre Previn plays
Stilt con ucts the music sit
George Gershwin Sunday evening at 8:30 in civic auditorium,
Market and San Carlos sts.
Tickets are available for
$4 50, $3.50 and $2.50 at the San
Jose box office, Ste. Claire
hotel.
The 31 -year-old versatile musician will lead a 50-piece Symphony orchestra for his San
Jose presentation of "An Evening of George Gershwin."
In the 14 years Previn has
been in the professional music
world, he has achieved distinction as an arranger, musical director, outstanding concert pianist and top recording artist in
the fields of classical, pop and
jazz.
One of Hollywood’s foremost
eomposer-conductors. Previn has
been nominated seven times for
Academy awards. The musician
wan his first Oscar in 1958 for
scoring in the Hollywood musl.
ciii "Gigi." "Porgy and Bess"
WW1 him his second award in
1959.
Previn’s versatility leads his
interests beyond the range of
either classical, movie, Broadway or jazz music. his concert
tours are as equally programed
with classical works for piano
hy such composers as Barber,
Hindemith and Ravel, as with
jazz recitals accompanied by
bassist Red Mitchell and drummer Frank Capp.

TROPICAIRE
TWIN-VUE

DRIVE IN
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AT 1750

CL 8-8144
NORTH SCREEN
NORTH SCREEN
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By DM ( ’HALLBERG
best describes Mc
College of San Mateo and San
Jose State studio jazz bands
session held last night in Morris Dailey auditorium before a
highly appreciative, but emotionally conservative audience
Although it lacked the polish
of the well-known CSM band,
the SJS studio band proved during its first concert appearance
that another bay area college
jazz band is on the way up to
the top.
Conducted by student director
Loren Smith, the SJE jazz men
mule excellent use of both their
solo talents and sectional bucking to convey the deep-set moods
of the selections.
The Naturals, one of the two
featured combos during the SJS
presentation, was strongly applauded for its treatment of the
nine "Billy’s Bounce."

Black Sash Members Defy
White Supremacy Efforts
By PIM NfAtsONI
UPI Foreign News Voilsst
In Johannesburg,
rica, this week, a group of
women stood in quite defiance.
holding aloft their "flame of
freedom."
Th rough StleeeSSiVe nights
they had withstood a mob of
jeering youths in bright sweaters and leather jackets who
pelted them with eggs, tomatoes
and water-filled bags and kicked
over a placard which read:
"Reject the sabotage bill to
end all liberty."
The women and the jacketed
youths are symbolic of an everwidening division of public opin-
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sotiov.ing the SJS lull l
came the CSM visitors with big hand sound and featuring selections by s t u de n t composers
within the band as well as arrangements of pop ular jazz
works.
Gerry Gilmore, on the baritone sax for CSM, poured
smoothness and finise into his
well -received solo during the
CSM combo’s moving treatment
of "Work Song."
"Strollin’ ". composed and arranged by Pus Firth. CSM lead
trombonist, illustrated a blues
tune with an unusual use of 6/8
rhythm.
Both band performances were
complimented by their individual rhythm sections which put
to good advantage the, use of
the strong "welkin’" bass. Walton Junes of the SJS group did
a fine job on the congo rhythm
and the drummers of both jazz
itToups literally "beat the skis"
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on in the Union of South Africa
over Prime Minister Hendrick
’erwoerd’s determined efforts
to maintain white supremacy
apartheid, increasingly oppressive to white opposition and
titaek alike.
A new bill now on its way
through parliament would give
Verwocrd’s Nationalist government the strongest police powers ever held in South Africa in
peacetime.
MOURNING SYMBOLS
The women, with their "flame
(II freedom," were members of
the Black Sash organization, socalled for the marks of mourning for the South Africa’s loss of
freedoms.
They, and many another
..--;outh African, believed the po,iee powers bill endangered
freedom of the press, academic
reedom and freedom of religion.
The bill, which includes the
death penalty. covers a wide
1.1eld. and, its critics say, places
apon the defendant the responsibility for proving his innocence
it her than the state proving
is guilt.
Speeifically, it defines sabotage as any act endangering law
and order, saftey or public
health, or interfering with the
free movement of traffic. It also
,swers acts interfering with public services, such as water and
,lectric supplies and health ears,
,,es, or trespass on lands or
It does away with pre-trial
examination or trial by Jury.

limeliters Appear ’Student Art in Action
With Music, Satire Featured at County Fair
Tomorrow Night
AI I

The Li:nettle’s. popular folk
trio, appears with Its satire and
music at municipal auditorium
tomorrow night at 8:30.
Tickets are on sale at the
San Jose box office, Ste. Claire
hotel, Market and
an Carlos
sts. Admission,: are $4, $3.50 and
$2.50.
The Limeliters’ vocal and instrumental folk musk is blended
with their "institutional satire"
to produce a style which prompted one critic to comment that
-They make three voices sound
like six."
A chance meeting in Co.uno
Alley in Los Angeles in 1959
brought the three together for
the first time. Prior to that
time, Lou Gottlieb, Glenn Yarbrough and Alex Hassilev performed as singles in night club
acts
Organized as the Linteliters,
they broke In at Aspen, Colo.,
that year. Three months later
the trio started a six month engagement at San Francisco’s
Hungry i.
In 1960 the Limeliters played
Los Angeles and San Francisco
for two weeks with the Johnny
Mathis Show, winning rave reviews for every performance.
A national tour with the comic
Mort Sahl followed,
Gottlieb, bassist and comic
spokesman for The Limeliters,
was an original member of the
Gateway singers, as well as arranger for the Kingston Trio.
He received a Ph.D. in musicology in 1958 and returned to show
business with a trademark for
burlesquing the University pedant.

BEGAN IN 19411
Apartheid in South Africa had
Is real beginings in 1948 under
Premier Daniel F. Malan who
was elected by a Nationalist Afrikaner bloc primarily representing descendants of early
Dutch settlers,
It instituted acts prohibiting
mixed marriages anti requiring
I he South African population to
carry identity cards according to
,olor.
It also set up segregated
.,reas specifying where members of each group, white, black,
-1. mixed, might live.
Even fore stringent stgregalion acts were carried out by
Malan’s successor, Johannes
Strijdom, and have been pushed
still further by Verwoerd. His
police have mowed down native
lernonstrators and he himself
nearly was killed by a shot
tired by a dissident farmer of
English descent in 1960.
Demonstrations by women of
the Black Sash are unlikely to
change either Venvoerd’s mind
or policies hut they are manifestations of a grnwingly imposn
sihle position.
.a...aeaeVeleStataictelafetraletralraleroleoPIA,
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WHOM: the
Repeat performances of
That Full" will be presented
Saturday at 4:30 p.m. and 7
p.m. "The Insect Comedy- will
continue tomorrow at 6:30 p.m.
and Saturday at 2:30 p.m anti
40 p
A jazz workshop featuring the
Cny College Jazz Ensemble and
the Dave Hoffman Trio will continue the fist -day fair tomorrow
at 1:30 p.m. in the Art patio.
Semanticist and educator Dr.
S.I. Ifayakawa, professor of language arts at San Francisco
state college, v, ill speak on "Undersbinding Modern All 1.Cl
ext the
8.30 Pin.
II1Orri,k%
men\ gymnasium.
The City College Concert
1.d11d will close the Arts Fair
ail!! a concert in the Art patio
Sunday at ’1 Em.. under the di.

he featured balaN
!0111 Jose
city college’s lath annual Smda
Clara County Arts Fair, which
opened yesterday and euritimws
through Sunday.
All events of the five-day affair, a hich is presented by the
Music’, Inama and Art depart -

By DON CH AYMAN
lachgage Editor

Win

C.11.14.

1,41

and area poJtessional
artists’ work will be displayed’
as an invitational juried exhibition in the Art building and
radio during the fair. Jurors for
the competition tire Warren W.
Faus, head of the SJS Art department, Dr. Frederick Spiegberg of Stanford university and
John Ihly of San Francisco state
college.
A series of 13 half-hour film
presentations on general setnanties "Eringuat.T Iii Action," was
prodUeed by the educator for
It halal Educat tuna I Tole
I fayakawa’s coniment-proVitkine. lectures, writings and
television talks on language habits in relation to the common
p h nomena of contemporary
cis lization have won him recog
by the American assn.
I, r the Advancement of Science
and the American Psychology
assn.
STatiPnt

DR. S. I. HAYAKAWA
... speaks tomorrow
ments, will be held on the campus, 2100 Moorepark ave.
Opening today’s program
12:30 p.m. in the patio of the
Art building is a demonstration
on the use of a potter’s a heel
by student artists. This exhibit
will be repeated tOntUrrIOCS and
Saturday at the same iime
A staged reading of Saltine!
BeekerS "All That Fall" skill be
presented by Stuart Bennett tonight at 7:15 in Studio 75. Becket’s script has previously only
been heard on radio.
The cost lint e and theater
workshop’s product ion ig ( ’a r I

Students Plan Canoe Trip
Down Mississippi River
By JODY KINCAID
After writing letters to Washington. D.C., St. Louts, Los Angeles, and Minneapolis, Richard
Symanski, junior accounting major, finally got the answer to
his dream -a came trip down
the Mississippi.
This summer. "Rich." a tall,
lean, 21 -year-old, plans to travel
from his hometown, Redwood
City, to Minneapolis and pick
up the canoe and then go down
the Mississippi from its source
to the Gulf of Mexico, 2500 miles
of winding and twisting.
Going on the trip with Rich
will be two pals, Jim McCord,
a freshman at C.C. at Santa
Barbara. and Jim’s dog, Johnson. They will leave immediately
after finals.
Johnson is nine months old,
and the fellows "guess he’s a
beagle." Since Jim and Rich are
planning on hitch-hiking to Minneapolis, Johnson will spend
most of that part of the trip "in
a special-made bag."
RIVER INFORMATION
Rich wrote letters to Washington to get material and information on the river, but he
"got the most valuable data
from the corps of engineers at
St. Louis. They know the river
better than anyone because they
work on it," Rich said as he
straightened his black-rimmed
glasses on a slender nose.
Below St. Louis the snakes,
especially water moccasins, are
their biggest worry. Otherwise,
heat and wind are their only
other concern.
’’I’ve written to a man in Los
Angeles who has made the trip
to ask about the snakes. He
should be able to tell us what
to expect," said Rich, confidently placing his hand on his cheek.
Johnson will have a "special
jacket, or tarp, to protect him
from the sun. We just hope he
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can swim unili,r hisoon powtrlaughed Rich.
TRIP SPONSORED
With a twinkle of excitement
in his eye Rich explained that
the canoe trip was being sponsored by the AlunaCrata
company.
"I wrote to the direetor
sales in Minneapolis and told
him what I wanted to do and
something about my bike trip
last summer touring the United
States and Canada. They decided to furnish the canoe and all
other facilities.
"We’ll ramp on the river hank
at night and will carry enough
food to last two days, 111.1r sleeping bags, and mosquito netting
It shouldra cost us more than
$250 apiece for the whole trip
as food will he our only expense
I hope," added Rich.
Slowly folding his hands, seemingly colleen, rating on entwining them precisely, he answi,,a,
my question about skill sa,.
"No, both Jim and I are average swimmers, we can only guess
about the dog, and neither ot
us has’’ been in a rano, a o’re
deal."

Annual Art Show
To Begin Monday
’Inc annual SJS Student Art
\iiibition. which will be prekiewi,,1 Sunday from 2-4 p.m. in
Ow Art Gallery, opens Monday
and continues through June 15.
The exhibititin is juried by
members of the Art taculty and
The Apt
?’’presents dill zirt-ts
depart rutecil

The Gallery it., open weekdays
from it ant. -I p.m. and Sundays
from 1 l’1-5 p.m

Alitous If uxiey asked duet
someone carry the torch of Utopianism into ’ quilt" place*. ti ti
speech at Ala.aleda state college,
the Pioneer said last. week.
iluxley said that while many
authors comma "original in 01
the intellect." nevertheless. kat,pum imagery is fictitiously important.
fie said as an art form it will
be aide to, achieve concertiZation
ot titologleat sociological and
physological abstract ideas,
. . . .
Olympic
ucial
to:fluted a
&dice the

Colleges thud anband festival recently
"Batik. 01 the BalsasRanger stud recently

The dance kicked ,,ff a two day
festival which included Wei
school stage bands, entertainment by a Tacoma combo and
clinics featuring three authortteis
on music

Student Nurses
Good money to be made by
helping a national concern
introduce a new hydrotherap% unit to thi. area.
In IN-attle, the best
people !lase been student
nun-es. Contact Mr. Harris,
10 a.m.- I p.m.
1093 Lincoln Ave.
CY 2-1173

6ditcled Cage
Wt. carry these popular
name brands:
\fi- Pat - Bobbie Brook.
Alice - Flei.eitman
NIonel lt an - Eanieliu
455 E. William

CY 4-7629

iii:au to 0:00 mum through Kat.,
1..! --op to tolio Thurs.

FREE DINNER
Purchase 1 El Patio Special
52.00 Dinner* and Receive a Second One FREE

BRING A FRIEND!
*Consists of Tamale, Enchiladas, Chili Con Came. Rice, & Salad

Also Live Entertainment . . .
Friday & Saturday Nights . . .
Featuring the LEE SISTERS in a rousing
Community Songfest.

CARlIEN’S EL PATIO
Dinner ’fil 10 p.m.
Open ’In 2 a in

360 W. San Carlos
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lotion gives yam’ the natural -looking tan you want.
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base Keeps your skin red,i.tioei7ed and smooth.
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Main GrantedThul’Iiie;v"e’ l ’
For Colonial Study

Communist Speakers Welcome? Jetliner Crashes;
Prof Says No, Others Say Yes 46 Persons Die

Dr. Jackson Main. SJS associate, letters, old newspap,s town rec- The following is the third in series dealing with ete-;es
professor of history, and instruc- ords and tax assessment rolls.
by the FBI that American college students are easy prey
When asked if he anticipates for the Communist party limy Hero students as well as
tor at San Jose State stnce March
faculty
member ottompts to solos’ their feelings as far
1953. has been granted a year’s difficulty in reading the old letthe SJS campus is concerned with the Communist
sabbatical leave eginning next se- ters and papers. Dr. Main replied. as
problem.
mester to undei take a study un- -After reading students composiBy TIM BARR
derwritten by a (elites ship from tions for several years. you can
In the past two articles dealing with alleged
the American Council of Learned read almost any type handwrit- C,rnnitinist inilltration of the American campuses.
Societies
ing."
it has been stressed that there is a lack of
Dr. Main has chosen as his subHis will be the first study of know ledge on the part of the students questioned
ject, ’The Social Structtue of the its kind undertaken in this coun- as to actually what a Communist is, what he
American Revolutionary Era." He try, according to the professor.
thinks or what he does.
said he will apply sociological
While on his year’s leave, he
In the last instalments, there have been seminorms to conduct an historic probe will complete a book on the study strong defenses of allowing Communist speakers.
Into the social class structure, the of the upper legislative house in to talk on campus to two students’ opinion that
vertical mobility. of the colonial the colonial period, including the they did not want to hear front the Reds here.
people, the centers of power, both power structure of the colonial In today’s article, there is a strong defense of
social and financial, and the eco- period.
the "no speaker school- by Rear Admiral t Ret.i
nomic class structure.
Edward S. Carmick. A SJS woman student from
His home base will be flaixarl
Germany also tells of her experiences in East
university, near Boston. tie an
Germany.
his wife Gloria. an SJS grailua,
**RABBIT STEW DIET"
and their three children, Jacks.:.
E. S. Carmick, professor of industrial engineerTurner jr.. Eifiona Llewlyn and
ing:
Judson Kernpton Main will ac-I don’t think too many students do espouse
Eighteen
appointees
to
secrecompany him while he is on his
communism on this campus. The diet of informatariat
positions
at
the
1963
Model
study.
tion and speakers the student gets on this camIn investigating social class United Nations session at SJS will pus is like rabbit stew (equal portions of horse
stratification, he will not attempt be installed today at 3 p.m. in and rabbit,. Only here, they are getting a lot
it on an individual level, but on a cafeteria room A.
more horse.
Sam Obregon, secretary-general
broader, less specialized scale.
"I am opposed to Communist speakers buAccording to Professor Main. it for the 13-state session, which in- reau sending their speakers to this campus for
is nearly impossible to do a close cludes 83 colleges. will conduct the several reasons. First, it might be argued that
personal structure study of a ceremonies,
Heinvites the public to attend the only way we can get to know a Communist
group that is not living. His facts
is to hear one speak. This is nonsense.
will have to come from colonial the installation, and a reception
-During World War II. when we were exind information meeting which
tremely anti -Nazi, did anyone suggest inviting a
,i1 follow.
stormtrooper to speak who had just gotten
Why Not Have Your Own

Lynda Lyon. sophomore, elementary educet ion:
"Cal has a pretty good Communist following.

wreckage was hampered by the
CENTERVILLE, Iowa (UPI /
A Continental Airlines jet liner roughness of the terrain of forcrashed in a violent electrical ests, brush fields and farmland.
The fuselage, with wings arid
storm Tuesday night and all but
one of the 45 persons aboard were tail at ripped off and its nos,
killed almost instantly. The lone crushed in. appeared to hate
survivor lived for about 10 hours plummeted almost straight I.
munism to recognize their propaganda. Clean
but died in a hospital here this into the valley.
Skousen says the sante thing . . . that young morning.
There were not more than
people can’t recognize Communist doctrine when 1
feet of skid marks, witnesses said.
LONE SURVIVOR
they hear it.

A lot of people can be swayed easily. And a lot
of young students out on their own for the first
time might find the Communist party line appealing.
"Personally I don’t know enough about com-

Model U.N. Installs
18 Officials Today

Railroads Seek
Wage Benefits

SWIMMING POOL.
Apartments for Men

CLEVELAND. Ohio t UPI’The
Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen
was expected yesterday to ask the
nation’s railroads for a 25-cent per
hour wage hike and a carrier-paid
health and welfare plan.
The demand was announced Sunday by W. P. Kennedy, BRT president, who said the union also
would seek a reduction of hours
worked for dining car stewards
from the present 205 to 180 per
month. He said the demand would

at

LAD MANOR
REASONABLE RATES
Only 2 Blocks to Campus
Large Recreation Room
With TN’

Move In Now
Reservation being taken now

for Summer and Fall Terms.

620 S. 9th St.

include a provision for time and

a half payment for hours worked
oN..or 1)4,

CY 2-3785

Ask for
Vickie

Now if anyone suggests organizing a Golani
study group on campus, I would be in favor of
it. These groups are non-partisan in nature, but
seek to study communism from officially published testimony by agencies of the government.

NOT A DARE
"This is not meant in the way of a dare. but
I would just like to see any student group attempt
to get permission for a Communist speaker to
come to this campus. There would be so much
administrative and civic pressure brought that
I the idea wouldn’t stand a chance.

Look Your Lorrliest in a "New Look" Hair
253 So. 2nd
Fri.
CY 7-8552
Until 900 P.M
illichie95
s ---_7s7--_ -- -Opal

to the United States, it is their gain. (Russia’s.’
FAVORS STUDY GROUP

harbors some bitterness against this country or
who has been partially indoctrinated by some
course he has taken at school. He might be
deeply sincere, but is mixed up.

Tipping, Frosting, or
Si!ver Bond Tinting

Th

to some clever work on the part of the Communist party. Though this is a tremendous loss

"As far as the type of student who might
espouse communism, it would be the one who

DANCE SPECIAL
$15

through murdering a village of Jewi.? We did not.
DANGEROUS
"But we do suggest listening to Communists.
This is pretty frightening, especially when the
Communists are far more dangerous than any
one of these I have mentioned. Do you think the
Communists invite speakers from America to
present their views in their country?
"In my day, treason used to be considered the
greatest crime possible. Now, in the present light,
the crime has lost its connotation. This is due

.sruB

VAUGHN’S
SEMESTER
CLEAN-UP
LESS THAN 1/2

STUDENT
CLOTHING UNION

refugees
, from Hong Kong who are already
on waiting lists.
This was the first concrete step

PRICE

- ’11"

$5.95 Polished Cotton and Cotton Cord
PLAIN FRONT PANTS. Now Priced
1,1-’4,, Shoulder WASH & WEAR
$2.7 CO $49
SUITS. SEMESTER CLEAN-UP

’14" - ’24"

$55.50 $0 " Da--- Bend Worsted Su4s.
SEMESTER CLEAN-UP PRICE

$27" -

$ ’ 0.95 $ 2.95 Lamos Wool and SI"etiend
SWEATERS. SHOP EARLY
SOX

RAINCOATS

Many Items to choose from! STOCK UP FOR SUMMER!

VAUGHN’S Student Clothing Union
2333 TELEGRAPH AVENUE
121 SOUTH 4TH STREET

$34"
_ $3)

TIES

BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA
SAN JOSE,

MANY JOIN IN SEARCH
Discovery of the fuselage climaxed a search by more than 700
persons which ranged from a point
near here and into Missouri, an

WEDDING GOWNS

Bonnie Parks. sophomore elementary education major, was
crowned the first AFRCYrC Aerospace Ball Queen recently.

CALIFORNIA

FORMALS

COCKTAIL DRESSES

MORE
Sales & Rentals
(WILL ALSO BUY)

Dressmaking & Alteration Service

THE MAD HATTER
10 a.m.-5 p.m.- Fri. ’til 8 p.rn.

37440 Fremont Blvd.

SY 34446

SHERATON
HOTELS

have had joint formal military
balls..
Lt. Col. Emery Cook, professor
of air science at SJS. crowned
Miss Parks and announced her
attendants. Gay Pixley, Karen
Winslow and Judy Sayer. The
Queen and her court were presented gift certificates from
Masher’s

SPECIAL STUDENT FACULTY DISCOUNT

LA. Course Set
For Reactivation
’

An industrial arts course will he
offered in the four-week session
of summer school which has not
,)een available for three years.
Entitled Industrial Arts in Elmentary Education, the course
will be instructed by Donald J.
Betando, assistant professor of industrial arts.
The course is being reactivated
to help elementary school teachers
integrate the basic instruction of
the industrial arts on a simplified

The
of

Monterey institute

Now, vacationing students and
faculty members can enjoy summer
accommodations at Sheraton Hotels
and Motor Inns, at special low rates!
Thanks to Sheraton’s Student I.D. or
Faculty Guest Cards, you’ll have a
better vacation this summer for less
money! Sheraton Hotels get straight
A’s in every department: Comfort,
convenience, and cuisine. And if
you’re traveling by car, there’s Free
Parking at most Sheraton Hotels and
at all Sheraton Motor Inns. Get these
discounts at any of Sheraton’s 61
hotels in the U.S.A., Hawaii and
Canada by presenting your Card. To
get a Sheraton I.D. Card or Faculty
Guest Card with credit privileges,
write us. Please state where you are
a full time faculty memberor student.

4th & Williams

100+ Octane Ethyl

6th & Keys

10th & Taylor

Foreign Studies*

annoon,
a new program for the fall and spring. 19021)3, alto Ii will provide a foreign approach to foreign
studies, similar to a junior year abroad. Students may
elect one of two options:
I. The study of one of seven languages and related
civilizations: French. German, Italian. Mandarin
Chinese. Japanese, Russian and Spanish.
rhr study of the political arts of one key area of
the world: Soviet Russia or Communist China,
including courses in historiograpk. comp:make
loll. human
history, the role of religion in
geography, international economir, .111,1 law. public or private.

DISCOUNT
per
2c & 3c gal.

PURITAN OIL CO.

AIN

Miss Parks served as the first

indication of interest or desire called the "basic problem" of 650
for such help and that the U.S. million Chinese facing serious food
government would want some idea shortages.

Examples of year -around oil prices:
Shell X -I00, Triton, Veedol,
Havoline, Valvoline, Richlube
qt. can 38¢
Castro’
qt. can 50f
100% Eastern Bulk
qt. 19¢
2 -Gal. Sealed Can, 100% Eastern
$1.29
Cigarettes
package 22¢

Vie

I/2 OFF OR

several thousand Chinese in Hong
Kong registered with U.S. consular officials and waiting for quota level.
by the United States to aid thou- numbers.
sands of hungry mainland Chinese
Kennedy indicated the U.S. ac.
who have been seeking to enter ton would be taken under parole
the British crown colony but have provisions similar to those under
Veterans under bill P1-550 and
Ibeen turned back because Hong which Hungarian refuges were ad- war orphans under P1-634 may
I Kong already is over crowded. mitted to this count ry on an sign their attendance vouchers
Hr. Patrick Green
College Relations Dept
May 25 through May 31 in AdmKennedy’s statements were emergency basis in 1956.
Sheraton
Corporation
made at a news conference. He
The President said the United 103, or in the evening Programa
470 Atlantic Avenue
was asked whether there was any States would continue, as it has office, Adm150.
Boston 10, Mass.
possibility of the United States in the past, to provide surre..
: providing surplus grain to Com- U.S. food to Hong Kong.
19111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111%
munist China He replied that the
He said the measure to ado
Spend a junior year abroad in America
Communist regime had given no refugees will not solve what

92+ Octane Reg.

se/

queen of the ball. since, in the
past. the ROTC and AROTC units

Vets Attendance

$12 95 - $22.95 SLACKS, Dre;ron Blends.
Hard Wor;ted’ Large Selection. NOW

SWEATERS

nese is 105 a year. but there are

lage from which Takehiko was
rescued, and three from 1 to 13,S
miles away from the wreckage.
Continental’s Flight No. 11 took
off from Chicago’s O’Hare Airport
at 7:35 p.m. PDT Tuesday. It was
due to make a stop in Kansas
City before proceeding to Los Angelesbut fate intervened.

in
Detroit as Virgil W. Mourning, 45
Birmingham, Mich., manager of
dealer finance for Dodge; Roger
Welsh, 45, Grosse Pointe, Mich.,
as
ant Dodge general sales
manager, and Fred P. Herman,
46, Dearborn, Mich., a Dodge business manager.

Sophomore Named
Aerospace Queen

their indoctrination of children at pre-kindergarten age. All the time I was in East Germany,
there was an uneasiness in my mind. Communism
may have an appeal in impoverished countries,
but not here.
"I think the Communists could attract the
student who has had a hard background. One
who has seen only the black side of capitalism
But most college students I have met are middle-of-the-roaders. It’s so easy to complain without seeing the good side of capitalism."

Presiabout the need for such help besaid the fore considering it.
take in
The immigration quota for Chi-

AUTO EXECUTIVES ABOARI)

area scattered with fragments of
wreckage.
The search for bodies an,:

COLLEGE CONFUSING
"College life is confusing. It is a place where
people develop their values. They are always
being exposed to different philosophies. This is the
only way they get to know what they want.
"I left Germany when I was 13 119561. I
remember taking a trip into East Germany with
my mother under the sponsorship of an East
German art society. Mother was invited because
of her being a pianist. Old castles had been
changed into huge youth hostels. Everywhere we
went, there was an attempt to indoctrinate us,
"’The Communists in East Germany began

Kennedy Announces Plans
To Admit Chinese Refugees

It appeared the plane had disintegrated in flight, with wreckage found all the way from five
miles south of Centerville to the
point where the fuselage was
found, about 17 miles south of
this Iowa community.

Three Chrysler Corp. executitrs.
attached to firm’s Dodge Division,
other 44 victims had been found were aboard the flight. They
were
41 of them trapped in the fuse- identified by Chrysler officials

saying?

WASHINGTON (UPI)
dent Kennedy yesterday
United States plans to
, several thousand Chinese

WITH THE SPRING SEMESTER RAPIDLY COMING TO AN END,
WE WANT TO REDUCE OUR STOCK OF VAUGHN RECOGNIZED
CLOTHING AND SPORTSWEAR AT PHENOMENAL REDUCTIONS
TO ALL STUDENT CARD HOLDERS. ALL ITEMS TO BE SOLD AT
LESS THAN 1/2 PRICE FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY.

JACKETS

Ile was Nakano Takehiko, 27,
a native of Japan. Takehiko, who
was pulled alive from the fuselage
of the huge Boeing 707 nearly,
eight hours after it crashed was
rushed here from the tiny valley!
north of nearby Unionville, Mo., I
where the fuselage was found. He
died within two hours.
Officials said the bodies of the

YOUNG PEOPLE NOT AWARE’
"Young people in our country aren’t even
aware how our government works, let alone
communism. A lot of brilliant people fall for this.
A student might be looking for something solid to
identify with, and by mistake fall prey to Red
propaganda. We as Americans should know a lot
more about communism than we do.
"I’d rather have someone like Clean Skousen
speak on communism rather than a Communist
speaker. I don’t think having a Communist for
a speaker would be a good idea."
Max Chancellor, senior. chemistry:
-I think SJS could support a Communist
group. Some of the foreign students who are
really anti-American might join. For what motivation, I do not know.
SPEAKERS BENEFICIAL
"I think it would be beneficial to have Communist speakers come to campus. Where I come
from. in Eugene, Ore., they (Communists) had
regular meetings for the public to attend. After
a few weeks, the high school students who went
to the meetings started hounding the speakers so
badly that the meetings had to be carried underground."
Gisela Kuster, sophomore, from Germany, social science:
"There will be people who will listen to them
(Reds’. Young people are Impressionable. Personally. I think it’s good having Communist
speakers come to campus so we can be acquainted
with both sides. How can one argue with something when he has no idea of what that side is

Students may enroll for one semester, the full academic
sear, or
onesemester at the Institute and Ott"
semester abroad.spend
The Institute is accredited by the Western College
an :a specialized
Writeto
Lti

infor ,11.,,t.
For furtherm

Office of Arbnissi,,.

Monterey Institute of Foreign Studies
P 0. Boo 1522
Monterey, California
4 lirtiii.41

it t!1 still hp

1)1,11Ii 1.1
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Harry Edwards Top
Cager and Cinderman

sports

ps CAKOL 14WEN--1.N
..1 had a hunch my o holarship
slight include basketball," stated
\ arsity trackster Harry Edwards.
Ile was right.
Harry, 19, who sports a 6 foot
240-pound frame, hails
;rum East St. Louis, Ill. His out, tanding performance in high
,chool track won him many scholsrship offers. San Jose State became his choice after he looked
over the town and the school’s
sociology department.

irwxpetience, II arry performed
brilliantly on several occasions, He
averaged 6.7 points per game, tallying 22 on one occasion.
Harry feels that the basketball
team has a good chance of winning Thursday, May 21, 1962
the West Coast Athletic Conference title in 1962-63. Most of the
team members will be hack and
there are several good possibilities
coming up from the frosh team
according to Edwards.
"We’ve got a better team this
Year because of the experience we
gained last year. Most athletes go
through their entire lives without
never
had
been
one facing something like we did last
Basketball
In
Net,
he
had season," he pointed out Harry was
of Harrs’s sports.
neser played it before donning speaking of the player ineligibility
SJS frosh uniform In 1960- rulings that caused the Spartans
61. Once In. titarted playing It to forfeit 11 victories, including
he liked it and hi now looking five WCAC contests.
roman, to his second varsity
Harry spent a semester at Fresseason.
no city college before coming to
SJS. While there he set a national
In 1961-62, Edwards moved into
Junior college discus record of
the varsity starting center slot
171-8%. The mark has since been
when first string center Joe Braun
erased by City College of San
was declared ineligible in midFrancisco’s Al Dames who has a
season. Although suffering from
173-3 toss.
In two seasons of track at SJS,
ValliefelliegallasPalls11
, Edwards has performed well. In
’ 55 VW SEDAN
, this season’s Fresno state meet
S699
, on April 21, Harry broke Dan
’60 FALCON 2 -DOOR
Studney’s school discus record of
SEDAN
174-4 with a toss of 178-3. The fol51199
lowing week in the Mt. San An- TWO-SPORT STAR-Harry Ed’E
61 MONZA COUP
tont Relays, Edwards got off a wards, a 6 foot 8 inch giant,
51999
is equally at home on the bas179-1 toss, his all-time best.
EARL WILLIAMS
Edwards is currently trying to ketball court and the track turf.
MOTORS
He is first string center for the
improve the consistency of his
(.-2EASS OF ’SI)
Spartan cage five and the school
1199 SO, FIRST STREET
throws. "When you’re consistent’ record holder in the discus.
CY 2-7587
you have a chance to go to the
Olympic games," Harry
s. Y.,1
sdrawyas
showed his potential whi
he produced a 191-2 practice
recently -less than 10 feet shis ’
of the world’s record.
Harry, who has a 2.85 gradepoint average, is currently appS
150 E. Santa Clara
irig for a position as a residers
CYpress 2-7726
:tssistant in one of the men’si San Jose State third baseman
dorms. His plans after graduation Ken Takahashi was named the
Merrell Conned
most valuable player on the SparS299
entevint, the, social work ,
PICNIC HAM. 6, sine, ea
j tans baseball team by the San
field.
I Francisco Examiner,
Whole or Shank Half
The 5 foot 5 inch, ISO-pound
ARMOUR STAR HAM lb
Takahashi played in 38 of the
Armour or Hormel
POSITIVELY THE
Spartans’ 11 ball games. He led
First Quality
the team in hits with 31, runs
SLICED BACON, 2:: pkq
’cored with 28, stolen banes with
Center Cut
I2 and walks with 27.
lb.
PORK CHOPS
His .321 batting average vs:,
iiit’d among the regulars. The on!.
TOP QUALITY
’layers to hit for higher averaeis
IN TOWN
ore Dom Ascani I.394; and It,
l.indenman (.324).
According to Coach FA SobSAHARA OIL CO.
szak, Takahashi was the player
Second and njlliam
’ho "came up with the big play
.then it was needed."
"He was dependable through
most of the season. He only had
one lull this season, at Los Angeles," Sully zak says. "Ilie
noticed too hard to please the
Iionie town fans in Los Angeles."
Special Student Rates
Takahashi was "tremendous deFree delivery
latest models
sinsively and helped out with his
Free Parking
fully guaranteed
ost," Sobczak said.
Free exchange
no deposit
"Iiti has overcome the handicap
,f being a little player," says SobCY 3-5283
E San Fernando
"We’re next to Cal Book"
ssak. "With a few more years of
ssperience he will have a good
future in baseball as a coach."

Most Valuable
SJS Baseball
pi
ayer Named

STATE MEAT
MARKET

43c

984
780

Top Sprinters To Tangle
In California Relays Action

LOWEST
GAS PRICES

TYPEWRITER

RENTALS

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.

WARNING
TO

Students
FOR

By FRED ft.11iLAND
er than :Anson,- in Illstor% -16-2
The 100-yard dash, pole vault -Velars defeated him In the
and broad jump figure to be the Coliseum Relay a when he cleared
big event in Saturday night’s Cali- 16.1’4 to Turk’s
SrANTAN 11.511 1-5 fornia Relays at Modesto.
In their first meeting, the May
Florida A&M’s Robert Hayes. 12 West Coast Relays at Fresno,
co-holder of the world’s 100-yard the pair finished in a fiw-way tie
record of 9.2 seconds, and Ore- for first at 15-’2’s under extremely
gon’s Canadian Harry Jerome, co- cold and windy conditions,
holder of the world’s 100-meter
Ralph Boston, the man who
record at 10.0, are slated to battle broke Jesse Owens’ 25-year-old
.S1’ YORK (UPI
The Na- it out for recognition as the nuns- world mark in the broad jump
Basketball Association’s ber one sprinter now competing in two years ago, is slated to head
tional
Board of Governors yesterday ap- the United States.
Saturday’s field in the event. Bosproved the transfer of the PhilaHayes defeated Frank Budd, ton, who holds the world standard
delphia Warrior franchise to San the other co-holder of the 100- at ’27-14., leaped 27-!g at Modesto
Francisco.
yard dash mark, Friday night I last year.
The transfer was accomplished In the Coliseum Relays in Los
Nan Jose State’s fleet fresh sy the sale of the Warriors by
Angeles. Jerome is aka undeMan quartet of Dwight Middleowner Eddie Gottlieb to a San feated this season.
ton, Larry Le Fall, Lloyd Mu E rancisco group headed by Matty
plan to
The dark horse in Saturday’s rod and Mike
simmons of New York City.
No purchase price was an- competition may well be San Jose %Malta for the national frost, recnounced yesterday.
Previously. State’s Dennis Johnson. Johnson, ord in the sprint me-alley relay
Gottlieb had stated he had been who tied the then world’s record Saturday. The finis, they have
offered $850,000 for the franchise. of 9.3 four times in 1961, appears
to be finally recovered (torn a leg
injury that has hampered him for
a year.
Johnson defeated Jerome in 1961
but ran third behind the Canadian
Baseball Coach Ed SuLiciak has
A meeting for all varsity candiand Spartan Jimmy Omagbemi in
sent three San Jose State basebasketball
at the Univer- dates for the 1962-63
meet
triangular
ball players’ names to the Pamin MG203
ar. team will be held today
earlier this year.
California
slty
of
American Gtunes selection cornat 3:30 p.m., according to Coach
Modesto will be the ’acne of
mittee.
u Inman.
The players nominated by So- the third meeting between the ! All candidates must report lot
bczak are Jerry Guibor, pitcher; world’s two leading pole vault- the organizational meeting.
Ken Takahashi, third base, and era, Dave Turk and John Uelses.
Gary Vice, outfield.
Although Turk has vaulted high_

Warrior Transfer
Okayed By NBA

Frosh Season Bests
100 Yards
220 Yards
440 Yards
880 Yards

Mile

DANNY MURPHY

Two Mile
Six Mile

10,000 meters
High Hurdles
Low Hurdles
440-Yard Hurdles
Javelin
Pole Vault
Broad Jump
High Jump
Hop-Step-Jump
Mile Relay
*School freshman record
**National freshman record

Signes, Reynolds Win
Intramural Golf Tourney
Armand Signes won the allcollege medalist golf championship
Tuesday, while Garth Reynolds,
Theta Xi, picked up the marbles
in the handicap competition.
Signes shot a 151 total, carving
out a 75 in the first round and a
76 in the second. Ben Lujan, Omega Tau Alpha, got a 156 total,
shooting two rounds of 78 for second place.
Reynolds shot a 110 for his
two rounds of handicap golf.
Dave Doak picked up a 147.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon "walked"
to a 3-2 decision over Delta Sigma
Phi Tuesday, as seven SAE’s walked during the contest. Delta Sig
pitcher Tim Murphy allowed only
one hit, but wildness gave SAE
the game.
Four of the first five Delta Sig
batters singled, and DSP picked
up two runs in the first inning.
However, except for a walk in
the third inning no more Delta
sigs reached first, as SAE
’bucker Keith Atkins settled
down to mow *ern down.
Theta Chi blasted Sigma Nu
11.0, as John Moore hit his second

DUNLOP
TIRES

Must Be In By

o

MAY 29

SHELL FOR GOVERNOR

grandslam homer of the season.
Bill Goldsborough also homered
and Bob Kane went three for
three.
Lambda Chi Alpha pitcher Ray
De Pole pitched a no hit game for
three innings and then gave up
two hits in the fourth as Lambda
Chi beat Sig lip 6-2.
In slow pitch action, the Newman Knights stopped Pink Tubhers 16-10, while Omega Tau
Alpha tightened its grip on first
place with a 74 win over Reed
Street Raiders.
Intramurals Director Dan Unruh warned that an-college track
meet competitors must have their
fee for missing equipment discovered missing immediately following the meet May 13. Teams
that do not pay will not be allowed to participate next year in
the meet.
Slow Pitch Standings
W
L
6
0
Omega Tau Alpha
2
5
Newman Knights
5
2
Pink Tubbers
2
5
Reed Street Raiders
1
6
69ers

STUDENT DISCOUNT

i

Call 298-3197, Shell Headquarters

1:50.1
4:17.0
9:05.0*
30:06.1"
31:06.5**
14.7
23.9
55.8
208-6
14-43/4*

DANNY MURPHY
DANNY MURPHY
ROBERT TAYLOR
BOB BAUGHMAN
DOUG SMITH
ALLAN PHILLIPS
ROGER WERNE
24-5
PETE DANNA
BOB LOVEJOY
6-5
48-11*
HENRY LAWSON .
GIBEAU, LLOYD MURAD, LARRY
LE FALL, MIDDLETON)
3:12.0*

Absentee Ballot Applications

or

9.6
20.9
47.6

SCIENTIFIC WHEEL ALIGNING
PRECISION BRAKE ADJUSTING
QUALITY RECAPPING

CY 7-9111

Ltiosard 0 Arn,ro

Between 8th and 9th on
E Son. Clara
Open daily II to /

35c
Just

or
18 HOLES OF GOLF
Snack Bar
Just for fun,
Come in today’

litill

with
Max ghtilman

(Author of "i Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The
Loves u,f Debit Gillis", etc.)

Many

..11

CRAM COURSE NO. 5: SHAKESPEARE
Continuing our series of pre-final exam cram courses, today we
take up the works of William Shakespeare (or "The Bard of
Avon" as he is jocularly called).
First let us examine the persistent theory that Shakespeare
(or "The Pearl of the Antilles" as he is affectionately referred
to) is not the real author of his plays. Advocates of this theory
insist that the plays are so full of classical allusions and leanied
references that they couldn’t possibly have been written by
the son of an illiterate country butcher.
which I reply, "Faugh!" Was not the great Spinoz:.’s
father a humble woodcutter? Was not the immortal Isaac
Newton’s father a simple second ituseman? (The elder Newt, in,
incidentally, is one of history’s truly pathetic figures. He was,
by all accounts, the greatest second baseman of his time, hat
baseball, alas, had not yet been invented.) It used to break
young Isaac’s heart to see his father get up every !morning. pia
on uniform, spikes, glove, and cap, and stand alertly behind
second base, bent forward, eyes narrowed. waiting, waiting.
waiting. That’s all -waiting. Isaac loyally sat in the bleachers
and yelled, "Good show, Ihol!" and stuff like that, but everyone else in town used to snigger and pelt the Newtons with
overripe fruit -figs for the elder Newton, ripples for the younger.
Thus, as we all kniiw, the famous occasion came about ellen
Isaac Newton, struck in the head with an apple, leapt to his
feet, shouted, "Europa!" and announeed the third law of
motion: "For every action there is an opposite and equal
reaction!"
(How profoundly tnie these simple words are! Take, for
example, Marlboro Cigarettes. Light one. That’s the action.
Now what is the reaction? Pleasure, delight, contentment, cheer,
and comfort! And why such a happy reaction? Because you have

To

fa

.7 ,

=Yet Peer/

started with a happy cigarette -a felicitous blend of jolly tobaccos, a good-natured filter, a rollicking flip-top box, a merry
soft pack. As Newton often said, "You begin with better
makin’s, you end with better smokin’s." Small wonder they
called him "The Swedish Nightingale!").
But I digress. Back to Shakespeare (or !The Gem of the
Ocean" as he was ribaldly appelated).
Shakespeare’s most important play is, of course, Hasthr tor
Macbeth, as it is sometimes called). This play tells in living
color the story of Hamlet, Prince of Denmark, who one night
sees a ghost upon the battlements. (Possibly it is a goat he
sees: I have a first folio edition that is fninkly not too legible.)
Anyhow, Hamlet is so upset by seeing the ghost (or goat) that
he stabs Polonius and Bare Bodkin. He is thereupon banished
to a leather factory by the King, who cries, "Get thee to a
tannery!" Thereupon Ophelia refuses her food until Laertes
shouts, "Get thee to a beanery!" Ophelia is en miffed that slit.
chases her little dog out of the room, crying, -Out, out damned
Spot!" She is fined fifty shillings for swearing, but Portia, in
an eloquent pies, gets the sentence commuted to life imprisonnient. Thereupon King fear and Queen Mab proclaim a festival -complete with amateur theatricals, kissing games, and a
pie-eating contest. Everyone has no perfectly splendid time till
Banquo’s ghost (or goat! shows up. This no unhinges Hichanl
III that he drowns his cousin, Butt Malmsey. This leads to no
lively discussion during which eVery01W is killed. The little dog
Spot returns to utter the immortal curtain lines:
Alook, the pday forsooth was sad and sohhy,

Bee be of cheer -there’s Marlboros in the lobby!

TiPe cavice Company
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Call CY 9-2161, Registrar of Voters

Hoop Meeting
Slated Today

Coach Nominates
Three Baseballers

turned ha indisidually this .01-4
son indleate they stand a good
chance of realising Use mark of
3:20.9 set by a (’al team at Modesto in 1953.
Spartan Willie Williams. who is
pointing toward his meeting with
Arizona state’s Llis Williams in
the 44E1 in the June 9 Compton
Invitational meet, is scheduled for
a busy day Saturday. He is slated
to run in the distant* medley.
mile and MO relays for San Jose
State. His stint in the 880 relay
will be his first 220 competition of

CY 56610
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As the slings and arrows of outrageous finals loom dotter,
perchance tho ninkern It/ War/born are not untoward to offer
thni friendly sliggemlion: Get thee to a htnary’
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Unpublished Paper

Prof Describes Prison Break,
Solutions
Causes, mutions
"I’ve thought of publishing the
By TIM BARK
fly
sw paper," said Dr. Blackwell, "but
IN James E. Blacka,ii.
5.15 assistant professor of sociol- I’ve never gotten around to it. I
ogy, was a first-hand witness to. suppose my written account rean aborted prison escape at Wash- leased some of my anxiety develington state reformatory at Mon- oped from the knowledge of needless brutality."
rue, Wash., in 1959.
Professor Blackwell’s position at
GUARD CHANGE
that time was acting administraThe date was July 6, 1959. It
tive assistant to the superintendent ’ was 2:30 p.m. At this time, a’
and full-time administrative and change of guards was to take’,
research associate.
place. Only a skeleton crew of ,
Dr. Blackwell wrote an account guards would be covering their!
of the attempted break entitled, pasts.
The four escapees rushed a lone
-The Long Visit," in which he describes the 13’2 hours of terror guard and subdued him. "This was
that faced prison officials and 39 where the first mistake was
captives of four enraged prisoners made," said Dr. Blackwell "The
who kept their would-be subduers correctional officers didn’t carry
at bay with machete-type knives out their responsibility at the beginning of the siege. The first ofused in the prison butcher shop.
ficer who was attacked should
have blown his warning whistle."
"The second mistake was made
10-Speed BICYCLES
by the second guard attacked,"
From
Schwinn
said Dr. Blackwell. "He should
Helyett
$69.95
never have attempted to help the
Raleigh
Complete
first guard. Instead, he should have
Taurus
Service on
blown his whistle and tried to
All Models
Frejus
alert the prison officials," continued Dr. Blackwell.
PAUL’S CYCLES
CY 34766
1435 The Alameda
TO VISITING ROOM

DR. JAMES BLACKWELL
. . . SJS sociologist

Engineering Dept.
Slates Conferences
For Campus, Public
Two conferences that will
take place on campus have been
announced by the Industrial Engineering department.
On Saturday, a conference on
"Manufacturing Economy Reduces the Profit Squeeze" will
be held in E118. This conference
is co-sponsored by the Santa
Clara Valley Chapter 98 of the
American Tool and Manufacturing Engineers and is open to the
public.
A statistical methods conference for engineers and managers
is set for Saturday, June 2.
Following registration at 8:30
a.m. in E118, there will be a
presentation of the development
and application of statistical
techniques.
Later there will be discussions
on statistical methods, statistical
methods in manufacturing and
statistical methods in operations
research.
There will be a fee of $12 for
each conference.

Removal of ’La Torre’ Banner
Impairs Final Week of Sales
A final -week sales campaign for
the college yearbook vvas temporarity grounded when a campaign
banner above the walk between
the Home Economics and old Industrial Arts buildings was removed late Tuesday.
Dennis Rountree, senior commercial art major and art director
for La Tot-re, said, "I’m happy
that my work is so attractive, but
I hope the liberator will hang the
banner where it’ll do our sales
campaign some good."
He said the banner, 12 feet by
30 inches, consists of white canvas
with a green format trimmed in
orange and blue and a large violet
circle in the middle. It reads, "La
Torre, $6.00Buy Yearbook, TH-

16." Hhe banner is worth 15 hours
of work and $10 in materials, according to Rountree.
Back a t sales headquarters.
Sales Director Geri Stone stated

that less than 800 books remain
be put-chased at eTairibl7rkirs thmeasyales booth
outside the Spartan bookstore. DeI livery is scheduled for June 4.

SHOP 930 A.M. UNTIL 9 P.M. TONIGHT!

Music Registration
Begins Next Friday

Pre-registration for music
classes in the fall semester will
telephone demanding food for the
begin Friday, June 1 in M109, the
hostages and milk for the children
music department announced yesDr. Blackwell said that the pristerday.
oners were exceptionally warm to
The times and dates are: June
the visitors. They took out their
Payments may he made in the 1, 12:30-3 p.m.; June 4, 9:30-12
hatred on the guards by abusing
cashier’s office Adm263, to noon; June 5. 9:30-11:30 a.m.;
them verbally.
establish clear status before the June 6, 12:30-1:30 p.m.; June 7,
TWO DOMINEERING
The sociology professor said two end of the semester and release 10-12 noon and June 8, 12:30-3
of the four were very domineer- all holds against grades, tran- p.m.
The pre-registration is open to
group was scripts and registration packets,
The four and their new guard ing, and that one of the
weeks. He according to Miss Edith 31. all students wishing to take any
release
in
two
for
up
hostages made their way into the
music course except applied adthat this inmate want- Graves, cashier.
prison visiting room where 39’ said he felt
vanced courses, which must be
Library fines must be paid :it
of
another
himself
ed
to
assure
people were conversing. Many
PROFESSORS
the circulation desk in the li- signed with the individual instretch
(time
given
for
three-year
women and children were in the
brary before the end of the structor.
at tempted escape).
Live in Finest Area
grOlip.
Elementary education majors
The other prisoners in the re- term.
Near SJS
The prison quartet put a call
may sign up for all required music
to help
volunteered
even
formatory
in to the office. They told the ’
classes.
the
Here is a rare combination of older
officials to have a car at the main the administration capture
ayward four should they harm
home charm on the outside and a comgate, fully fueled, and that they
.
.
pletely new remodeled Interior. 20 foot
would release their hostages at any o f the
living room, lush wall to wall carpeting,
"For a time period ranging from
the Canadian border. The prison
ell electric kitchen with builtiins. 2 new
we heard nothing
baths. I bedrooms upsteirs, master bedtook a "wait-them-ont attitude," 1 a.m. to 4 a.m.
room or family room downstairs. Very I even though the inmates threat- from the visiting room. The sus- TODAY -FRIDAY
l’ranklin McKinley elementary
tasteful decor throughout. Ideal locaDr. Blackwell
The Naval Aviation InformatIen school (San Jose): elementary
ened to decapitate their guard hos- pense was painful."
tion. near college, for a professor and
recalled. At four, on a prear- team from the U.S. Naval Air Re- school teacher candidates.
’ t ages.
hit family.
ranged signal, a guard made con- serve Training unit, Alameda, will
Freedom union elementary
Dr. Blackwell was on hand for
be on campus until Friday to ex- school district (Santa Cruz counithe full 131a hour siege. He tact with the four.
KMETOVIC AND BELL
CONVICT OVERCOME
plain careers available to college ty): elementary school teacher
walked past the
’ti
Realtor:
He got one of them to come to men as naval officers. There will candidates.
; many times to check on the welvisiting room be a display van in the art arcade
Nlpomo elementary school dieDay or night coil CY 7.9344
fare of the hostages. Later in the’ the split door of the
When he came near enough, the from 10 a.m. until 3 p.m. every I triet (San Luis Obispo county):
I evening, the convicts called on the
g.tar dopened it. knocking the con- day. Indoctrination flights will be elementary school teacher candivict aside, and a guard behind him given all eligible candidates.
dates.
opened fire with a tear gas gun. FR WAY
Madera County schools: elemen"19+12 6raduilies: NO .10B SECURITY, Ni) PENSION PLAN,
men
dove
for
a
closet.
One
of
the
Berryesaa elementary school dim- tary school leRCI101 In,tidates.
Ni) HEALTH PLAN. If you are aggressive, have a backThe
room
soon
was
cleared
of
ground In journalism, business or advertising, this Is a most
ti-let (San Jost): elemental- y
screaming children and mothers. school teacher candidates.
field. ROLLER DERRY needs
unusual opportunity in a
management trainees. For background, see Page 2, San FranHighway patrol officers entered
cisco Chronicle Sports Green Section, May 14. Job invoises
the room and began belting the ,
travel within and outside United States. Contacts highest leVel
convicts about the head.
with newspapers, radio. television and all media. Salary comDr. Blackwell received reports
TOO
mensurate with ability. No sports background required hut do
that one officer repeatedly bashed
so, -t,
Industrial Engineers,
not contact us for inteniew unless you have definite potential
an inmate’s head against the floor.
officers and awards
Mail resume to Roller Derby, 153 E. 14th Street, Oakland.
The prisoner who was in the closet 1
We will contact you for inteniew. Work available on part
given, Garden City Hoflarau, 8
time basis until graduation."
received a tear gas grenade point ’ Ticket sales for Sunday’, -;enior
blank in the upper chest and was! Recognition Banquet have been
Society of Automotive Engiblind for a long period of time.
neers, election of officers, A107,
extended until Friday.
The professor tried to assess ; Theme for this year’s banquet 12:30 p.m.
the blame for the break. "A bet- is ’Toward New Horizons," acStudent Affiliates American
ter rehabilitation program is need- cording to Floyd Aylin, banquet Chentical society, meeting, S164,
1:30 p.m.
ed. There are often two different committee member.
things meant between a progresFlying Twenty, meeting, E118.
Tickets are on sale in the Stusive rehabilitation program on pa- dent Affairs business office, TII16, 7:30 p.m.
Women’s itivreation assn., ridper, and one in actuality. The rea- and cost $2 each. The dinner is
sons for this difficulty in effectu- open to seniors and guests.
WG patio, 3:30 p.m.; tennis.
program are lack of financial and
Lou’s Village in San Jose was WG patio. 4:30 p.m.
: - 9-..e.14 ating a workable rehabilitation
FOR SALE
I Singer(s) for deIota Delta Phi. meeting. MaryBros. -type song. Scott Wallace, Cf 4. ; public support. poor training of selected as site for the event. So- George co-op,
146 S. 10th St., 7
751,1elerro 2e2+.
Fender Vibrolux
cial hour begins at 530 p.m. and
I
personnel, and prison personnel dinner at 7 p.m. The meal will fea- p.m.
Fl.,. I L ke r , ..
S-1- ae.
Cr 4.l3
Industrial Relations and Pernot all believinv in rehabilitation. ture a prime rib entree.
SERVICES
Itt itt I ,TII I. FAI,Tvi
1929 Graham Paige, : -1
The dinner honors outstanding sonnel Administration club, elecTypingthesis,
manuscripts,
etc.
Peas-,
.
: ,r1 offi- seniors. Many faculty members tion of officers. T1t20, 7:30 p.m.
1290 CY 3 " a?
en e rates ES 7-6498.
11111e1, election of officers, Ness.cials threighwit the country still and administrative heads are plan- Maternity clothes, sue 16
believe in punishment as the an- ning to attend Aylin said.
. man hall. 79 S. Fifth at., 8 p.m.
Typing. My heft’. 1665 Moorpari I.ea
Ca" 297.8665.
swer to our penal problem. A
Pres. John T. Wahlquist is TOMORROW
.
’56 Marc. Montclair.
successful rehabilitation program scheduled to deliver a short afterWomen’s Recreation assn., golf.
WW. G2sd ,9^d’9’9^
0- Expert typing servicie. Day or night. Call
can be experienced only in a posi- dinner speech.
WG patio. 2:30 p.m.
1128. CY 4-2927.
9-4335.
tive atmosphere," said Dr. Black ard Typing
’51 Ford. Stick, 2 d..
reerarr.r,p.: rer,-;
well.
ES ’-8545 afrer 5. Roc
ed’ -1. Pert -alb e. 293-3085
hie emphasized that. both types
For Sale: ’53 Chevy. R2,44. Ca CH 8.
of programs are needed: those
TRANSPORTATION
Aul7o
40
That are sound on raper and sound
a-oe Rider to share
’Si Renault, REd leather
in operation. aimed toward the
reer
WW A.bartk exha,:.« $400 or 8- .1,356-6:07treatment of offender and the probe,. oifer. CY 2.1087.
leetion of ,riciety
HELP WANTED
’SI Austin, ronverhb’e $70. 0.,,^er rrov
orier needed piense -411 CY 3 Full time payre"
-.Ow trained NYINN
95a9
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$50
-re
378
6393
place ow graduates
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Deri green card table

GIRLSFALL RENTAL 1
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At

Men

Room

,

and board.
--

I Ischm. new apt. r
R. 2 r-t
4 -h.:
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- One gal to staar
0’, 4,o

-

541 415
Ai 2407

CLASSIFIED RATLS:
2Se line first insortien
20e line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum
TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affeirs Officio-Room lb, Tower Hall, or
Send in Handy Order Mani
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone rehire
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LIGHTWEIGHT BLEND IN OUR
HANDSOME TULANE MODEL!

THE GRADUATION SUIT
FOR YOUNG MEN!
69.95
For graduation and the summer months
ahead! Cool, lightweight blend of 55%
Dacron’’, polyester/45’,/,., wool, for sharp good
look and long wear. Black, grey, charcoal
and olive. 3 button model with naturil
shoulder..

Information Available
Now

Hit
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San Jose
Beauty College
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Frank talk about your hair: Vitalis with V-7
keeps your hair neat all day without grease.
covery.VitallsNaturally.V.7 isthe greaseless groomin,
with V.7as fights embarrassing dandtuff, prevents dryness, keeps your hair neat all day without grease. Try it!
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U.S. Historian Lectures
On World Community
Henry Steele Commager, noted
American historian and author,
will speak today on "The University and Recreation of the World
Community" for the Honors cons cation to be held in Morris Dailey auditorium at 11 a.m. Dr. Cornmager is a professor of history and
American studies at Amherst college.
Between 1923 and 1928, Dr.
Commager earned his bachelor’s,
master’s and Ph.D. degrees at the
University of Chicago. For a year,
1924-1925, he was a student at the
University of Copenhagen in Denmark.
From 1926 to 1938, he served
as a member of the faculty at New

York university. In 1939 he became
a full professor’ when he moved tc
Columbia university to teach.
As a member of the War department during World War II, he
worked on the committee of the
history of the war. He served Britain for the War department and
OWI for the summer of 1943. This

ian Says:
kthletics’
ggestion that colleges stop
ng students like chiichen
sit away cumpetitiseay
by
was issued yesterd
Steele COnlMager speaktr

for the first annual honors convoca tion a, SiSa Jose State.
The speaker. a noted American
historian, addressed a capacity audience of students, parents, and
faculty member, for the event.
Attending the esent were more
than 200 students whose names
appeared On the lists of President’s Scholars and Deans’
Scholars, The lists included students whose grade point averages
or the last two semesters were
4.0 and :1.5 and above.
Congratulations were extended
to the honored students by Pres.
John T. Vs’ahlguist and the deem
of the five divisions.

CALL FOR RE-CREATION
Dr. Commager called for a "recreation" of the "community of
the contriearning." He I -es
bution which Europe made to
America during the 18th and 19th
centuries and pointed out that
much of the culture of the United
States came from abroad.
HENRY COMMAGER
Then, he contended, the United
convocation speaker
States began to export its culture,
particularly its political ideas and
ideals. Such political "exports"
Phi Kappa Phi is one campus
have resulted in "revolutions" in
honor society taking part In the HENRY STEELE COMMAGER
... noted historian, author
many parts of the world, he said.
Honors convocation. It is composed
"Nationalism is rising in many
LANDMARKThe Tower, symbol of San Jose
of graduate and undergraduate
address by Dr. Henry Steele Commager, noted
department sent him to France,
parts of Africa and Asia." the
members from all departments of
State, today will see its first annual convocation
American historian and author, who will speak
Belgium and Britain for them dur,peaker commented. Dr. Commauniversities and colleges.
program. The tower will watch as Spartans
on "The University and the Re-creation of the
uo.id.,,11
SJS coeds.
ing 1946.
ger said there are two kinds of
receive special recognition for scholastic achieveWorld Community."
The prime objective of the group,
:Mg seniors, were honored nationalism, the old kind which
Following the war, he became
ment. Included in today’s program will be an
according to its constitution, is "to
annual Home Economics is benevolent and the new kind
Pitt professor of American history
emphasize scholarship and charlent banquet Wednesday ’ which is chauvanistic.
at Cambridge university, Harmsacter in the thoughts of college
-. All of the honorees are
worth professor of American hisBETTER POSITION
students, to hold fast to the original
in that department.
tory at Oxford university and
"Because American nationalism
purpose for which institutions of
awards
special
t
receiving
Gottesman lectures’ at Uppsala
has been benevolent, we are in a
learning were founded, to stimuJanis Slayton, junior (tic- , better position for world leaderuniversity.
late mental achievement by the
yard, Betty Lamp charm. ship than other major countries,"
His next honors consisted of visprize of membership and to develilifornia Home Economics the historian stated.
op an acceptance of that obliga- iting professor at the University of
ward, $500: Joyce Kairla.
Dr. Commager said that the
tion to our fellowman which any- Copenhagen, 1956; lectured for the
Helen Mignon award. $25: challenge confronting the United
one can deny but which no one can Department of State at German
Deacomis, sophomore. fac- States can he compared with such
universities, Israelian and Italian
escape."
yard, $50; Karen Snyder. events as the settling of the West,
universities.
He
was
then
honored
Today at 11 am. in Morris, undergraduate students who have ture by Henry Steely Commager,
It is an honor society with the
an, Grange scholarship. the Industrial Revolution or Amerby
the
title
of
Ziskind
professor
Dailey auditorium, San Jose Slat( 2arneci a 3.5 average under the internationally known historian.
highest of standards. At San Jose
. ican victory in two world wars.
at
Brandeis
university
in
1955.
College is inaugurating an Honors tame qualifications given the PresA luncheon in the cafeteria State, a very selective program is
le Donne, graduate. Jose - , The speaker contended that the
He
is
a
member
of
Phi
Beta
convocation, planned by represent. ident’s Scholars.
rooms Aand B at 1 p.m. will honor used in choosing members. Seniors
and Frank Morris award. most effective method of meeting
The convocation will honor stu- Dr. Commager. The administrative must come from the top 12,.41 per Kappa, the National Academy of
Reyes from the college honors
i:dith Graham. senior, Pa- this challenge was through higher
Arts
and
Letters
and
a
number
of
committee and the three honor so- dents and their parents. A printed and academic officials of the col- cent of the class. Juniors are
ssn. scholarship. $100: Win- education. ile said there is a need
cieties which
traditionally spoil- prow= will list all honor stu- lege, business and civic leaders of chosen from the top five per cent professional organizations, and an
arrot t, senior, departmental for a "peace core,take Amer Honorary
Fellow
of
Peterhouse,
sated the annual spring honors lec- dents by class in academic division. San Jose, representatives
for highest grade point:
Vic
oe 4)
(Continued
of the of the class.
Cambridge.
turePhi Kappa Phi, Sigma Xi The convocation will include an
retta Amerian, sophomore
FOUNDED IN 1887
organizations giving financial supHe is also a fellow of the Ameriand Phi Beta Kappa faculty club. assembly with a small academic
Spears.
The
society,
founded
in
1897,
can Scandinavian society; member
These groups are interested in procession, presentation of the port to the convocation, the faculty originated with a
graduating seniors of the
group of stu- of the American
Historical society;
Publicly recognizing arid formally! honor students and an honors lec- planning committee,
’sent were introduced
dents who felt the need for an
Massachusetts Historical society;
commending the undergraduate
urence Smardan,
honor society on broader lines than
American Antiquarian society and
students in the college who have
i development and fa
any then in existence. It was soon
the Century association. He is also
earned distinguished academic reciships.
transformed into a national society
a recipient of the Herbert B. Adords.
t speaker at the ban
by action of a committee composed
ams award of the American HisFaculty representatives from
eonani McConnell.
of the presidents of the University
rof
othe
tce
.’c S,
torical
association.
these groups, Spartan foundation
Family
of Maine, the University of TenStudents
On
behalf
of
the
Associated
of
San Jose State nessee and the Pennsylvania state
and the Associated Student Body
In the past 25 years, Dr. Cornin.. Santa Clara county
of the college pledged their funds College may I congratulate those students who are to be hon. college.
-- permanent, A S 13 -sponsored
These were the original mager has written books in Amer, scholarship fund was brought beican history. Best known of these
to institute the convocation. Ad- ored at the Honors convocation for their outstanding academic chapters.
1 _
’ fore Student Council during the
books are his "Growth of the
ministrative and academic officials
The motto of the society, transgroups regular meeting Wednesof the college have supported the excellence.
American Republic" written with
lated from Latin, is "The Love of
day.
project.
It is certain that your fellow students understand all that Wisdom Rules Mankind." It ac- Samuel Eliot Morison; "The HeriIntroduced by graduate repretage of America," with Allan NevIt is an all -college event. Under- is ittrolv,y1 its von r achievement of grades at the It plus level
cepts this as a goal if not an acsentative Rid Diridon. the plan
ins; "Theodore Parker: Majority
graduii,., ,,,,losas from all depart.
or higher. II e salute and pa% tribute to you individually and complished fact.
:irovides for the appropriation of
Rule and Minority and Minority
Melts
honored if they meet
a, a group. ’1,111 JIM’ Staff’ Cull. 111081 assuredly, he proud of the
Another honor society taking Rights, America:" "The Story of
S1000 each year from the ASB
aearlerai, intalifications.
:mend fund for financial aid to
br, II it has and will voneiritie to help guide toward part in the Honors convocation is a Free Nation:" "The American
President’s Scholars will be sehoho.
Sigma Xi. This group has two types Mind:" and "Living Ideas in
members of the student body. The
those tindergraduate students who (own grew,T eAcellence.
of membership. The first is a full America."
bill also makes provision for achave earned a 4M0 average during
cepting and publicizing contribuIt is recognized that an institution’s reputation depends membership given upon completion He is also the editor of "Docuboth the spring, 1961, and fall, 1961
tions from interested sources.
semesters at SJS.
largely on its graduates. I am sure that those of you who have of a doctorate in physical, life and ments of American History," "SeThe hill was referred to a counTo be eligible for honors desig- achieved this high scholastic standing will continue your ex- agricultural, earth sciences, medi- lected Writings of William Dean
cine, mathematics or engineering.
cil committee for further considnation, a student must have comHowells," and "Rise of the Amerithroughout the remainder of your college career and,
cellence
eration.
The second type of membership can Nation"a 40-volume study
pleted at least 12 semester hours
Under the pntposal, as outlined
each semester. Freshman and new- perhaps more important. when you go your separate ways is associate. It is awarded to out- now in process.
by Diridon. the funds would he
standing graduate students in the
ly transferred students will be from an Jose State after graduation.
Dr. Commager is also a frequent
handled by the college scholarship
aforementioned fields.
1Udged on the basis of their sr:aHeartiest cimgratulations to each of you.
contributor to professional jouroffice. Applicants for aid would be
im’, reeorri made during’ the
The objective of the group, ac- nals and to the Atlantic, Harper’s,
fall,
Judged on degree of need; :who1%1. -emester.
Rill Hauck
cmcourage original investigation in The Nation, and other
lamic achievement and degree of
Dealt: Scholia-4 will be thmc
.senizagamralupop
ASH President
(Continued en Page tAV
service to the campus and,- or
’ community.
which must come
Diridon’s
before council twice more before it
ran he effected. is a revival of a
incur-rice proposed earlier this seto a suspensettu conctusion wInch
I While search aircraft circled
mester hs vice president Steve
had officials and reporters biting
III, one -hour program. J ii dees ceding it at 5:30. This year’s banoverhe.id signalling his position.
Larson. That bill died in commits
we,,. lir Josephine Chandler, pro- quet will be held at Lou’s Village
their nails.
ASTRONAUTScott Carpenter (right) engages in another mis.
from the carrier InIi, pt
heco
I tee when the new council took
fessor of English, Dr. Hugh W. in San Jose.
plane
arForce
search
An Air
sion briefing before his successful orbital flight yesterday. He
trepid took off to rescue him. The
of f
Pres. John T. Wahlguist and
II
professor of drama and Dr.
circled the earth three times, then overshot the designated landrise overy was made by a helicopter rived over Carpenter’s raft at
EP. Panagopeulos, associate Pro- AS11 l’res. Bill !Muck will Iv fea11:39 a.m.
was
picked
later
by
hours
ing
miles.
He
up
three
area
by
200
Capt.
J.
L.
AlNavy
by
piloted
fessor of history.
tured speakers for the evening.
Two paramedics, airborne first
helicopter and reportedly is in good condition,
bert jr. ’rhe helicopter with CarThe award was made on the
The banquet is open to seniors
penter’ aboard started hack for aid men, leaped into the sea to
added.
Harris
only,
guests
and
attach a large flotation bag to through the atmosphere to splash. to limit his flight to two orb:, f(entintied on Page 2)
the carrier at once.
It Is TGIF
This fear was caused by indi
Aurora 7 to keep it afloat and to down in the Atlantic.
clas again, and what
rscUE ANNOUNCED
As expected, radio contact ’s-as cations that the fuel supply fo la
give Carpenter any help he needyour plans...tor thy
was announced here ed while waiting for surface craft lost during the descent because of the spacecraft’s jet control, was "11
iii p.m. PDT. about three to recover him.
Ionization of the atmosphere by heing used up too rapidly Off:
111 nomkend? "thou -time?
me TnixtIng? Or perhap,
ihrturs after Carpenter’s calculated
The National Aeronautics and the 3000- degree heat generated (lids ordered Carpenter by radi,
I:I:I i 5i\ -I "I., II rs ’Writ sit%
eight
nearly
down
and
tn
switch
to
splash
friction,
hand
control
rd
th,
IN a concert? Any action
by
air
Space Administration estimated
I Thursday that it
LoNDON
you plan, you’ll look
rocket
hurled
his
Atlas
after
jets
to
LANDING
hours
OVERSHOOTS
conserve
the
supply
that Carpenter’s Aurora 7 space
ittiland, thus hecomlIC;I,S "ending
a squadion ol .51 th-l’’’’ ,
and feel far better Sn x
him into space above Cape Ca- craft touched down about 10:41
Officials concluded when conThey decided after looking
tag the fourth member of the Sou theast Asia Treaty Organization
1110.134.1 suit from
nfA
R.M. prir about 1000 miles south- tact was not quickly regained that the information transmitted I r
ts contrinute armed forces to that nations defense against passible naveral.
R/.%. N. -at Is tailorCarpenter’s craft had come in at spacecraft instruments that en.
Space aerials lost radio contact east of here.
Titmice
the
told
Macmillan
throlit
C"fliflhIlnIst invasion. Prime Minister
tinkle-ing in
At 10:18 a.m., braking rockets an angle which meant he had fuel was left to keep the v.,
of commons in
a formal request for with the astronaut shortly after
London that Thailand bail made
inted right for another and fin., III revisiting it a I’ ran and
III a) a.m. PDT and said it ap. to bring his craft down from or. overshot the mark.
would
Britain
that
and
" ’-qiiadron of British Hunter jet fighters
cotton. S C ’,it. ’,AIN
Carpenter had completed his orbit
pealed he had overshot by 200 bit were fired as he approached
comply,
111 ont te.sit
Depletion of control Fir,’! foree.
first orbit at about 7:19 am. PDT
scheduled
the
landing
area
miles
coast
of
the
southwest
the
United
PENALTY
STUDENTS RECEIVE DEATH
MOO miles southeast ot here. But States,ahd his second al ; 11’)OO1 8:47 a.m. termination Alter two ’’
SAIGON. South V let Nam i l PI i Four Vietnamese students
Viet la Navy search aircraft subse.
Carpenter had reported every. There was a moment during his the orbital flight made
’’Inieled of attempting in assassinate U.S. Ambassador to South
ROOS
orbit when ground moni- vember by Enos. the chimpanzis
Nam Frederick Notting jr. were sentenced to death Wednesday hylquently picked up the spacecraft’s thing aboard the craft in gond second
radio landing beacon and followed condition for the fiery descent tors leered it might he necessary astronautiN SAN 1051
4 4Pbrial military tribunal, it was reported yesterday.
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PRESIDENT’S
SCHOLARS
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Unpublished Paper

(THOSE SCHOLARS WITH A 4.0
GRADE POINT AVERAGE.)
Ace’s, Arlene Katherine
Andrade, Robert John
Bates. Mary Elizabeth
Blazer, Donna Jeanne
Blomquist, Mary Louise
Cahill, William F.
Elam, Richard
Gillham, Robert Allen, jr.
Green, Douglas Barton
Jesson, Richard R., jr.
Kauth, Barbara Jean
Kessler, Barbara Ellen
Lee, Robert M.
Minard, Mrs. Nancy Jane
Moikeha, Solomon Kadihana
Nelson, Richard Brent
Nye, Robert Allen
Powell, Russell Even
Read, Barbara Frances
Ross, Patricia Dunn
Rush, Wayne A.
Stavn, Robert Hans
Storey, Alfred Beecher
Trimillos. Ricardo Diosado
Yates, Linda Jean

Prof Describes Pri
Suggests Causes,
By TIM BARR
Dr. James E. Blackwell, now
SJS assistant professor of sociology, was a first-hand v itness to
an aborted prison escape at Washington state reformatory at Monroe. Wash., in 1959.
Professor Blackwell’s position at
that time was acting administrative assistant to the superintendent
and full-time administrative and
research associate.
Dr. Blackwell wrote an account
of the attempted break entitled,
"The Long Visit." in which he describes the 13’2 hours of terror
that faced prison officials and 39
captives of four enraged prisoners
who kept their would-be sulxluers
at bay with machete-type knives
used in the prl-el !,,Ileber shop.

"I’ve thought of publishing
paper." said Dr. Blackwell, "
I’ve never gotten around to i
suppose my written account
leased some of my anxiety de
oped from the knowledge of nt
less brutality."

10-Speed BICYCLES
From

Schwinn
He!yeti
Raleigh
T
Frejus

$69.95
Complete
Service on
All Models

PAUL’S CYCLES
CV 3-9766
1435 The Alameda

Live in Finest Area
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Here

is

a
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combination

of

older

and a som

pletely new remodeled interior. 30 foot
living room, lush well to well carpeting,
all electric kitchen with built-ins, 2 new
room

or

tasteful
tion,

master bed-

3 bedrooms upstairs

baths

room

family
decor

downstairs.

throughout.

near college,

for a

Very

Ideal

DEAN’S
SCHOLARS
(THOSE SCHOLARS WITH A 3.5
GRADE POINT AVERAGE.

Business
Allen, Terry Wayne
Angelo, Carolyn Frances
Arnaudo, David Lloyd
Baldwin, Duane E.
Boudreaux, Cheryl Lynn
Cheli, Frank Richard
Flores, Paul Edward
Garner, Gary Allen
Hand, Sheilah Ann
Hawes, John Warren
McCracken, Patricia Ellen
Mercer, Mrs. Irene Mannion
Olive, Lorna Joelene
Peterson, Robert Owen
Stone, Marshall J.
Teaford, Mary Janet
Wilson, Edward Cole

TO VISITING ROOM
The four and their new g
hostages made their way intc
prison visiting room where
people were conversing. It
women and children were in
group.
The prison quartet put a
in to the office. They told
officials to have a car at the
gate, fully fueled, and that
would release their hostage
the Canadian border. The p
took a ’wait -them -not attiti
even though the inmates th
ened to decapitate their guard
tages.
Dr. Blackwell was on ham
the full 1312 hour siege.
walked past the visiting many times to check on the
fare of the hostages. Later it
evening, the convicts called oi

PROFESSOR.;

home charm on the outside

GUARD CHANGE
The date was July 6, 1959
was 2:30 p.m. At this time
change of guards was to I
place. Only a skeleton crew
guards would be covering t
posts.
The four escapees rushed a
guard and subdued him. "This
where the first mistake
made," said Dr. Blackwell "
correctional officers didn’t c.
out their responsibility at the
ginning of the siege. The first
ficer who was attacked sh
have blown his warning whis
"The second mistake was n
by the second guard attack
said Dr. Blackwell. "He sh
never have attempted to help
first guard. Instead, he should
blown his whistle and tries
alert the prison officials," col
Lied Dr. Blackwell,

loca-

professor and

his family

KMETOVIC AND BELL
Realtors
Day or night call CV 7-9344

Education
Aegerter, Barbara Joyce
Armstrong, Joyce Lorraine
Bauer, Mrs. Erika Mikolasy
Bennett, Mrs. Carol Hope
Blum, Hollis Doreila
Brown, Carolyn Llewellyn
Canzano, Kathleen Toni
Chamberlin, Dianne Mary
Davis, Suzanne Marie
Dillard, Mrs. Barbara Jane
Fanning, Mrs. Patricia A. Dodge
Field, Susan Florence
Fisher, Don Lee
Fisher, Harriette Jean
Friesen, Mrs. Hazel J. Sagray
Fuller, Carole Ann
Gary, Mrs. Carol Ann Kraus
Guzules, Mrs. Ruby Kaye
Hamm, Mrs. Claudia L. Hunziker
Hansberry, Mrs. Rae Anne
Harris, Charlene Diane
Haydon, Evelyn Louise
Hjelmeland, Janet Louise
Hogan, Mrs. Yvonne Shirley
Hukari, Diane Marilyn
Jensen, Lynn Michele
Kedian, Stephanie Margaret
Laudenslager, Mrs. Wanda Lee
McCluskey, Mrs. Dorothe Lucille
McConnell, Judith Diane
McLaughlin, Becky Lynn
Meyer, Peggy L.
Milani, Joan Amelia
Miller, Joyce Irene
Misfeldt, Marie Frances
Munoz, Geraldine Elaine
Nisewanger, Diane Marie
Nordheim, Mrs. Lee Theresa
Oyama, Margaret T.
Parks, Connie Jo
Pearce, Mrs. Ann Willis
Penn, Mrs. Elizabeth Elnore
Poli, Judy Elizabeth
Price, Carol Jean
Remley, Judith Alice
Riley, Janice Kay
Sakamoto, Lois Satsuki
Saunders, Sherry Jeanne

"1982 Graduates: NO J011 SF;CURITY, NO PIENNION PLAN
NO HEALTH PLAN. If you are aggressive, hasp a hack
ground In journalism. business or advertising. this is a MON
unusual opportunity in is unique field. ROLLER DEREIV need
management trainees. For background. see Page 2, San Frail
ti+ris
Chronicle Sports I Speen sertion,
May 14. -fob Involke
I rale! within and outside United States. Contacts highest ii -v.
with newspapers, radio. television and all media. Salary eonmensurate with abilitv. No sports background required hut d
ilot contact is for intervIrm unless soul have definite potentia
511ail resume to Holler Derby, 153 E. 14th Street. Oaklani
We will contact you for interview. Work as ailabit on par
time basis until graduation.-
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Bushnell, Theodore Elliot
Crang, George Kiang
Dal Porto, Allen Ray
Farber, Gerald Lee
Fortino, Frank Joseph
Hollingsworth, Robert Kendall
Horn, Jack K. M.
Howells, Donald Frank
Katri, Dennis Bernard
Kirk, Kenneth George
Lawrence, Donald Edward
Lee, Tommy Chi Ming
Mewshaw, Ronald Harry
Morris, Dennis Edward
Snider, William Lee
Stubbe, Robert Allen
Tallerico, Louie Nick
Wolnowsky, Howard E.

Humanities and
the Arts

Sciences and
Occupations
Division:
Ahlfors, Charles Erick
Bicknell, Mrs. Marjorie R. H.
Chisholm, Bonnie Jay
Dagani, Michael J.
Dobashi, Linda Miye
Douglas, James Robert
English, Evelyn Marie
Fish, Richard Harold
Foster, Robert Paul
Fraser, Myrna Rae
Friedman, Wilma Claire
Goddard, Bonnie Ann
Graham, Mrs. Edith Berman
Healy, Mark Henry
Holley, David Ross
Huntsinger, Melvin Louis
Judge, Diane Carol
Klinkner, Ronalee
Knabke, James Joseph
Kroese, Harvey Les
Lund, Mrs. Carolyn Porter
McCarty, Kathleen Joan
McDanil, Harlan Simm
Macaulay, Michael Cameron
Mason, Marilyn Anne
Muttkowski, Mattha Rose
Nakata, Bruce Tadashi
Nelfeld, Judith Lynne
Noda, Frank Takeshi
Novotny, Margaret Ann
Parrott, Winifred Louise
Pavlina, Nicholas Jon
Pembroke, Judy L.
Polk, Harold Jackson
Potts, James Oscar
Powell, Michael Harry
Powers, Clyde
Pucci, George Wayne
Recksiek, Conrad W.
Risdon, Allan Keith
Ritchie, Russell H.
Sakamoto, Louise Sachiko
Sannar, Judy Anne
Sevilla, Michael Douglas
Smith, Nancy Sue
Virgin, Helena
White, Virginia Anne
Yoshida, Mildred Mitsue

Abot, Viviane J. Jacqueline
Allen, Mrs. Julie L. Engelhardt
Arcemont, Sherrill Lynda
Balcomb, Frances Jean
Berg, Betty Jean
Boyce, Barbara Jo
Brecunier, Carolyn Alberta
Brown, Robert E. Lee, jr.
Bruneau, Thomas Charles
Buckner, Christine Ann
Camozzi, Louise Angela
Carlile, Janet Louise
Carrithers, Richard Carlton
Clum, Woodworth Bernhardi, jr.
Cooper, Edythe Leanne
Cornwell, Anna Beatrice
Crawford, Beverly Lynne
Cross, Jerry William
Cunningham, Mrs. Elna A. Barnes
De Bono, Jerry
Di Ciuccio, Jeanette Mary
Doman, Mary Gay
Dow, Chester Leroy
Estey, Mrs. Jeanne
Flynn, Leo John
Galasso, Frank
Gallagher, Patricia Margaret
Gardner, Richard Warren
Gautreaux, Sidney Sue
Greene, Mrs. Michaele M.
*
*
*
Slough
Gibbs, Sandra
Guedenet, Sylvie Maria
Hama Sharon Kay
Hamlin, Barbara F. Swanson
GRADUATING SENIORS:
Hance, Benjamin McCall
Baker, Joyce Victoria
Hellmuth, Barbara Jean
Baldwin, Duane E.
Hilton, David Phillip
Barnes, Isabel Baxter
Hoffman, Jerome Henry
Bicknell, Marjorie Ruth
Holland, Nancy Ruth
Blum, Hollis Doretta
Holzer, Mary Lorraine
Bowman, Phyllis Pelland
Howe, Linda Jane
Boyce, Barbara Jo
Jensen, Linley Grant
Brown, William Richard
Jones, Jennifer Ann
Cooper, Leslie Truman
Kryger, King Chris
De Bono, Jerry
de Labastide, Monique M. L.
Diggs, Mary Orlop
Levine, Mrs. Zulema Rosman
Dorman, Richard Leroy
Linn, Frank Donald
Dunckel, Gerry I.
Long, Mrs. Eugenia Allen
Edelstein, Jacqueline N.
Longworth, Joy
Fish, Richard Harold
Lundberg, William Albert
Flynn, Leo John
McCann, Cecile Nelke
Frazee, Helen Delores
McKinley, James Keith
Friedman, Wilma Claire
Madsen, Charlotte Anne
Friesen, Hazel Joan
Matson, Andrew
Gardner, Judith Rae
Molony, Mrs. Carol Hodson
Grueneich, Maxine Grace
Mudd, Robert Paul
Hand, Sralah Ann
Neaves, Kathleen Judith
Hardin, Linda Louise
Orrick, Mrs. Hannelore G.
Harp, Dennis Ray
Krueger
Harris, Rebecca
Pasquinelli, Marilou Ann
Headlee, Mary Helen
Pedulla, Margaret G. Murdock
Heidker, Lila Mae
Peterson, Karl Gregory
Hepburn, Vicki Rae
Pockman, Jack Webster
Herndon, Judith Ann
Pritchett, Darylin
Holzer Mary Lorraine
Riffel, Karen Helene
Houseman, Jerry Paul
Robinson, Ramona Adele
Howe, Lester Emerson, jr.
Sailors, Sandra Lu
Howe, Linda Jane
Sanfilippo, Frank Philip
Jennings, Johnny B.
Sargent, Ronald Darrell
Kau+h, Barbara Jean
Sears, Mrs. Mary Ann
Keep, Edith Scholes
Snook, Susan Pauline
Klinck, Jane Leech
Spohn, Nancy J.
Laudenslager, Wanda Lee
Stair, Mrs. Lorraine Huck
Lee, Betty
Tomberlin, Knapp Arthur
Matson, Andrew
Tomita, Stanley Tadac
McDaniel, Harlan Simm
Ward, Jack Carter
McM: iin, Janice Kathleen
Watson, Sharon Rae
M:;een, Nathan Hale

Phi Kappa Phi

Blue Key
NEW MEMBERS
Davis, Jeff
Deasy, Barney
Malyon, Alan
Frohling, Steve
Olimpia, Gary
Osier, Chuck
Rush, Wayne
Larson, Steve
Thorwaldson, Jay
Hooper, Mike
1961-62 MEMBERS
Allard, Charles
Avila, Everett
Azimi, Francis
Butters, Chuck
Clark, Jud
Chambers, Dennis
Davis, Brent
Diridon, Rod
Dunton, Don
Gangi, Bob
Gerevas, Ron
Gleason, Guy
Hauck, Bill
Heisinger, Dale
McClenahan, Pat
Nelson, Bill
Olsen, John
Trimillos, Ric
Walsh, Steve
Wood, Gary

Spartan Spears
NEW MEMBERS
Amerian, Loretta
Anderson, Vicki
Archer, Jeannie
Burps, Nancy
Davies, Sue
De Bries, Sue
Fuller, Carole
Gallagher, Francis
Hatakeyama, Lynn
Hjelmeland, Janet
Maxwell, Joanne
McConnell, Judy
McKinney, Karen
Nelson, Pam
Taylor, Sue
Vessel, Virginia
Yates, Linda
MEMBERS
Blake, Reo
Bromage, Cathy
Davis, Anne
Dingacci, Pauliure
Finn, Carolyn
Flagd, Karen
Hobbs, Janet
Kimball, Peggy
Longinotti, Jeanne
Martin, Lynne
Methany, Karen
Pace, Sandy
Pasquinelli, Marilou
Stoddard, Pam
Thompson, Pat
Urey, Maureen
Winsor, Janice

Spartan Shields
PLEDGES
Alleman, John D
Cook, Mike
Feeney, Vince
Hammond, John
Hirral, Bob
Howell, Ken
Jones, Reed
Kaldveer, Bob
McCowan, Phil
Montgomery, Jim
Perkins, Jack
Pisano, Bob
Thompson, Larry
ACTIVES
Area, Jerry
Armstrong, Larry
Bowen, Ken
Brasfield, Gary
Carroll, Don
Chambers, Dennis
Chew, Ray
Clause, George
Collins, Mike
Cravens, Dee
Davis, Jeff
Deasy, Barney
Dossa, Ernie
Eastman, Dirk
Erdman, Bill
Frohling, Steve
Hartnett, Gary
Kane Bob
Lauridson, Bob
Malyon, Alan
McGrath, Pete
Moore, Mike
Nicoles, Keith
Palmer, Tim
Rock, Mike
Rush, Wayne
Smith, Ed
Smith, Ron
Straub, Carl
Weers, Bob
Wolfe, Pet,

Black Masque
NEW MEMBERS
Mangseth, Bernice
Barnard, Barbara
Curia, Sue
Hand, Wanda
Hayden, Claire
Jung, Arlene
Fudge, Mary Ann
Halvorsen, Sonya
Christensen, Carol
Bambauer, Mary
Witcosky, Laverne
1961-62 MEMBERS
Cooper, Edythe
Doll, Susan
Fammatre, Donna
Hardin, Linda
Hayes, Patricia
Howe, Linda
Johnson, Pat
New, Carol
Reesink, Nancy
Ross, Patsy Dunn

KEY CLUB
(HONOR SOCIETY)
Baker, Joyce Victoria
Blum, Hollis Doretta
Bicknell, Marjorie R.
Boyce, Barb3rs .lo.
Burger, Veronica A.
Cooper, Edythe Leanna
Crawford, Katherine C.
Flynn, Leo John
Freisen, Hazel Joan
Fuller, Edward D.
Hough, Gunver Keiser
Jensen, Linley Grant
McDaniel, Harlan Sim’’,
Millman, Helen S.
Misfeldt, Marie F.
Nealon, Marianne
Novotny, Margaret Ann
Sailors, Sandra Lu
Spina, Shirley Gold
Smith, Jocelyn 0.
Trimillos, Ricardo
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For graduation and the summer months
ahead! Cool, lightweight blend of 55%
Dacron. polyester/45% wool, for sharp good
looks and long wear. Black, grey, charcoal
and olive. 3 - button model with natural
shoulder.
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Interreation Available
New
t.r

ard

Engineering

Mudd, Pubert
Nuvotny, Margaret Ann
Oates, Lolita Christina
Orrick, Hannelore, Greta K.
Parrott, Winifred Louise
Paterson, Robert Owen
Pedulla, Margaret Frances
Roberts, James Truman, jr.
Ross, Angelo Rafael, jr.
Reppenthal, Alice
Sanfilippo, Frank Philip
Sargent, Susan Koester
Smith, Jocelyn Olson
Steinberger, Ilse Helene
Teaford, Mary Janet
Thorp, Nancy Celia
Tiesing, Charlotte Matilda
Wadley, Reba Nell
Wasson, Janet Elanore
Webb, Thomas Todd
Wilson, Glenys
Woods, Theron Morrison
Yamamoto, Linda Tomiye
FIRST SEMESTER SENIORS:
Brown, Carolyn Llewellyn
Chamberlin, Dianne Mai),
Greene, Michela Marie
Nakata, Bruce Tadashi
Powell, Michael Harry
Stubbe, Robert Allen
SECOND SEMESTER JUNIORS:
Allen, Julie L.
Benstead, Carol Ann
Berry, Linda Carole
Corwin, Susan Ann
Doman, Mary Gay
Firenzi, Warren Louise
Gary, Carol Ann
Hodgins, Paul Arthur
Holley, David Ross
Hukari, Diane Marilyn
Huntsinger, Melvin Louis
Katri, Dennis Bernard
McKeown, James Edward
Olivo, Lorna Joelene
Pasek, Francis John
Pockman, Jack Webster
Rush, Wayne A.
Sakamoto, Louise Sachiko
Sevilla, Michael Douglas
Simenson, Judith Claire
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Sechrest, Santa Irene
Sutherland, Arlene HoPe
Tiesing, Mrs. Charlotte Mitalda
Trimble, Constance Rosalie
Witbeck, Anne Verone
Yamamoto, Linda Torniy

Weert, Martha Carc.le
Williams, Mrs. Ailsa Mary
Wilson, Wiley Clay III
Wis+, Mrs. Natasha
Wullenjohn, Carole Ann
Yennie, Lois Jean
Young, Jackson Bullard
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CLASSIFIED RAM:
25c line first insertion
20c lin* succeeding insertions
2 line minimum
TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower Hall, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order,
No Phone Orders
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San Jose
Beauty College
156 5 SECONG
CV 11.411111

Frank talk about your hair: Vitalis with V-7
keeps your hair neat all day without grease.
iflaturally.V-7 isthe greaseless grooming dr,co very Vitally
with V -7/i fights embarrassing dandruff, prevents dry.
ness, keeps your hair neat all day without grease. Try it!
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Phi Upsilon
Omicron

Hilton, David
Hogan, Michelle
Jennings, Ida
Jensen, Linley
Kimura, Milly
Lambert, Jane
Moran, Betty
Mudd, Harvey
Neal, Patricia
Needham, Mary
O’Leary, Viviasi
Owen, Leslie
Petersen, Beth
Peterson, Gary
Piehl, Celia
Rosson, Patricia
Sailors, Sandra
Sanchez, Patricia
Spina, Shirley
Stanley, Barbara J.
Streeter, Marilyn
Tartt, H. C.
Tolson, Judy
Umemoto, Joan
Wing, Arlinda

Nelson, Richard B.
Okamoto, Albert Y.
Pope, Jack M.
Price, J. B.
Rositano, Sal
Rudd, Charles L.
Saldana, Daniel
Stubbe, Robert A.
Swanson, Burton
Tallerico, Louie N.
Taylor, Jack
Tresidder, James M.
Webb Thomas T.

NATIONAL HONORARY FRAtERNITY IN HOME ECONOMICS)
larrick, Marlyn
kugger, Sandra
Colvin, AnnaBelle
Freisinger, Joan
Furniss, Jean
Graham, Edith
Harris, Susan
Hirakawa, Phyllis
Holbrook, Susan
(BUSINESS EDUCATION HON.
Irwin, Patricia
ORARY)
Lashley, Pamela
Doll, Susan Betty
Lee, Jeanette
Johnson, Bill Joe
Marsheilles, Rosalie
Lucido, Arasimo
McEwin, Patricia
Simple, Carol Lee
Millar, Margaret
Miller, Karen
O’Brien, Nancy
Ophus, Denise
(HISTORY HONORARY FRP,
Peck, Barbara
TERNITY)
Pheliin, Virginia
Acers, Arlene K.
Qucik, Winona
Allayand, Raissa
Regnart, Chris
(NATIONAL BIOLOGICAL SCI- , Brown, Carolyn
Shoemaker, Louise
ENCE HONORARY FRATERNCole, William
Shoop, Heidi
Courter, Mrs. Rosamond
ITY)Bassett,
Janis
Stayton,
Robert
Dowsky, Jerry
Elaine
Steinmetz,
Becker, Charles
Dyer, Shirley
Barbara
Stephenson,
Bringuel, Jerry
Fairbanks, William
Sweeny, Marsha
Clement, Robert
Faries, Evelyn
Zets, Mary Letha
Cothran, Warren
Gump, Millard
Decker, Paula
Hamlin, Barbara
Garrick, Gretchen
Hayashi, Leland
King, Dennis
Hennan, J. E. jr.
McKay, Mike
Ilse, Madeline
(HONOR SOCIETY DEPARTMcTigue,
Maureen
Ink, Gary
MENT OF PHYSICAL EDUCAPedulla, Rudolph
Lee, Andrew
TION FOR WOMEN)
Roadcap,
Robert
Logue, Susan
Anderson, Andrea
Marfull, Rene
Burns, Carol
1 Roberts, Susan
Sabold, David
Mills, Constance
Christensen, Carol
Schatz, Byron
Pedulla, Rudolph
Cooper, Edythe
Osier, Charles
Risse, Grace Jean
Dowbrowski, Judith
Shishido, Harry
Stein, Julius
Fammatre, Donna
Stavn, Robert
Wilson, Anne
Fudge, Mary Ann
Stimmann, Mike
Wilson, Wiley
Kralovansky, Karen
Tengan, Doris
Zanger, Martin
McCarty, Kathy
Turner, Douglas
Zucker Davin
Mason, Marilyn
Williams, Errol
Morris, Arlene
Rohe, Kathleen
Ruby, Mary
(DIVISION OF BUSINESS HONWeber, Melanie
ORARY)
Witchosky, Laverne
(NATIONAL HONORARY IN
Ballentine, James A.
Doll, Susan Betty
SOCIOLOGY)
Elam, Richard
Acker, Keady
Baster, Barbara
Gardner, Judith Rae
Hand, Shalah
Champion, Dennis
(HONORARAY ORGANIZA
Cooke, Margaret E.
, Lee, Betty
TION FOR MAJORS IN
Lucido, Arasimo
Cross, Jerry
KINDERGARTENPRIMARY
12:sfau, David Carl
de Labastide, Monique
EDUCATION)
Teaford, M. Janet
Fairbanks, William
Bennett, Carol
Weiland, Howard J.
Graff, Bertram
Cantu, Mary Lou
Joyce, Michael
Cesaran, Donna
Kacer, Carol
Chamberlin, Dianne
Krelle, Irene
Cooper, Diane
ADMINISTRA(SECRETARIAL
Larson, Calvin
DeMatteis, Sue
TION HONORARY
McKenzie, Marilyn
Geramoni, Corinne
Hand, Shalah
Mason, Sandra Robertson
Groves, Sondra
Hansen, Sheryl
Scheiber, William
Hamm, Claudia
Kirk, Kathy
Hatlett Sharon
Smith, Constance Hope
Lentine, Carol
Taylor, James Morman
Herb, Judy
Nomura, Susan
Hobbs, Janet
Taylor, Mary Grace
Klingberg, Jacqueline
Traughber, Nadine
Koch, Anneke
Wandschneider, Marilyn
(ACCOUNTING HONORARY)
Miller, Jean
Anetsky, Alan J.
Mira, Carleen
Dorman, Richard L.
Munoz, Geraldine
Elam, Richard
Nevolli, Lorraine
Nelson, Jan E.
Drucilla Challberg
Palmer, Dianne
Sparkman, Michael F.
Jerry Carroll
Poier, Marlyn
Teaford, M Janet
Verne Christofferson
Reed, Sandra
Robert Halladay
Riogio, Marcia
Lester On
Ross, Patricia
Ellen Shulte
Rourke, Nancy
Jay Thorwaldson
Strom, Stephanie
Turner, Nancy
Yelps, Barbara
(ACADEMIC HONORARY IN
Yamamoto, Linda
UPPER -DIVISION BUSINESS)
Yamasaki, Joyce
(ENGINEERING HONOR
Ballentine, James A. jr
SOCIETY)
Butters, Charles C.
Arno, Roger D.
Christensen, Gary L.
Astin, Ernest S.
Johnson, Gordon A.
Burrows, Stanford S.
!ENGLISH HONORARY
McKay, Sue A.
Bushnell, Theodore E.
SOCIETY)
Mortensen, Lance
D.
Lynn
Crawford,
Adams, JoAnn M.
Nevis, David I.
C.
Richard
Dean,
Allayaud, Raissa
Robertson, William F.
de Vries, Robert C.
Bagley, Donna
Strom, Alan E
W.
Dan
Fager,
Beiser, Forrest
Glauginger, Walter L.
Cla4, Jud
Greeley, Philip J.
Collingwood, Deanna
(UPPER-DIVISION HONORARY
Hasker, Harlan 1..
Cooper, Ede
BUSINESS)
Hendriks, Johan
Corwin, Susan
Daly, John J.
Intort Duane L.
Dirks, Judy
McWilliams, Donald E.
Jansen, Clifford E.
Ford, Mary
Silver, Barry B.
Kroepfl, David J.
Gallagher, Patricia
Wright, William M.
Lang, Guy M.
Granzow, Gail
Webb, Jake D.
1 Matsumoto, William Y.
Har-is, L. Dale

Pi Omega Pi

Phi Alpha Theta

Beta Beta Beta

TAU GAMMA

Ids

Alpha Al Sirat

Alpha Kappa Delta

Delta Phi Upsilon

Chi Sigma Epsilon

Alpha Eta Sigma

Kappa Tau Alpha

Tau Beta Society

Society for the
Advancement of
Management

Epsilon Eta Sigma

Marketing Club

111’ ’ino-hour

program. J ii dges
Josephine Chandler, prof.
,f English. Dr. Hugh W.
. professor of drama and Dr.1
Pannigopoulos, associate pro- I
I.:
fr,,or Jnf history.
The award was made on theJ
((’onfirmed on Page 2)

ceding it. at 530. This year’s lionquet will be held at Lou’s Villria
in San Jose.
Pres. John T. Wahlquist and
ASB Pres. Bill Hauck will be featured speakers for the evening.
The banquet is open to seniors
and guests only. Harris added.

Thuvalay, May M. 1962

Industrial
Relations and
Personnel
Management Club
(LOWER-DIVISION HONORARY
BUSINESS)
Caccia, Robert
Hill, James W.
Paresa, Robert F.

Real Estate and
Insurance Club
(BUSINESS HONORARY)
Bridge, Michael L.
Niese, Robert Q.
Ringrose, Joseph S
Stinchfield, Don .1
White, Dave Owe!,

Music Scholarship
Of $91 For Tuition

DAILIN411A

Silen, Art
Sheldon, David
Spivey, William
Stevens, Carlton
Testa, John
Thomas, Arthur
Well, Robert
White, James
Yoshikado, George
Rudd, Charlie
Scott, G. F.
Serkland, Carl
Swanson, Burt
Swanson, John
Schoenmann, Don
Simas, John
Thompson, Herb
West, Tom
Winrick, Stan
Yoneda, Gay
Zucker, David

Department
Recognition

ACCOUNTING
Field, Edward J.
AERONAUTICS
Baird, Bae D.
Garrison, Charles Gene
Chapel, Ivan
Coe, Bonnie
AIR FORCE ROTC
Cory, Janet
Greeley, Philip J.
Gilbert, Janet
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING AND
Kelley, Sharon
MATERIAL SCIENCE
Kritlow, William W.
’ Fager, Daniel N.
Lutje, George
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Moore, David E.
Caulfield, John H.
Renner, Pamela
Lashus, Houston P.
Riche, Larry
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Ullom, Jack
Ramey, Ann Lee
Ross, Patsy
ENGINEERING
Rositano, Salvador
(MEN’S HONORARY SOCIETY)
Spillman, James R.
Astin, E. Sherwood
ENGLISH
Benstead, Rick
Cahill, William
Brainerd, Cy
Jensen, Linley
Bruneau, Tom
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
Clum, W. B.
Khusrow, Goudarzy
Dean, Dick
Mason, Anna C.
Faulkner, Dean
HISTORY
Galassi, Norman
Hamlin, Barbara
Gilberg, Richard
Wilson, Wiley
Habura, David
HOME ECONOMICS
Hughes, Pat
I Lindahl, Laura Cox
lriyama, Ron
’ Regnart Chris Constantine
Johnson, Nils
Karlsen, M. Fred
I INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Kiel, Ron
Buck, Francis
Kimoto, Glen
Bruington, Raymond
long, Allan
Davis, Richard
Lundberg, Bill
JOURNALISM AND ADVERTISMcCarthy, John
ING
McDaniel, Harlan
Graham, Eloise
McQuade, Robert
MARKETING
Mason, Lee
McWilliams, Don E.
Mitari, Rich
Wright, William A.
Nelson, Monte
MATHEMATICS
Nelson, Richard
Roberts, James Truman
Owen, Robert
O’Connell, Elizabeth
Powers, Clyde
, MILITARY SCIENCE AND TACPflock, Karl
TICS
Pockman, Jack
Brown, William R.
Price, J. B.
Sans, John A.
Richard, Jim
Ballentine, J. A.
NURSING
Borovatz, Edward
; Maloney, Mary
Brill, Ronald
Umemoto, Arlene
Browne, George III
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Brimmer, Pat
Farrow, Christine
Burns, William
Sakamoto, Louise
Campagna, Dennis
PHILOSOPHY
Carroll, Don
Edelstein, Jacqueline N.
Carter, Craig A.
Gump, Millard A.
Childers, Dorron
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Eastman, Dirk
Gleason, Guy
Farbis, Dale
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Flynn, Leo J.
Bruneau, Thomas
Furlong, Clement
Karlsen, Fred Maurice
Greene, Douglas
Guymon, Samuel
RECREATION
Hajduk, Stan
Homer, Preston
Hammond, John
Wolfe, Pete
Hodnefield, Gerald
SECONDARY EDUCATION
Hoskins, Monte
Graff, Bertram
Laurence, Donald
ADMINISTRASECRETARIAL
Lindgren, Bernard
TION
McKinley, James
Hand, Shalah
McGurn, Edward
Kirk, Mary Katherine
Mewshaw, Ronald
SPEECH AND DRAMA
Morgan, Roger
De Bono, Jerry
Morris, Stanley
Warren, Carole
Olmstead, Allen
SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPaul, Dennis
POLOGY
Polk, Harold
Stewart, Malcolm
Pyne, Ray
Wandschneider, Marilyn
Ritter, Michael

While search aircraft circled
overhead signalling his position,
helicopters from the carrier Intrepid bank off to rescue him. The
recovery was made by a helicopter
piloted by Navy Capt. J. L. Albert jr. The helicopter with Carpenter aboard started hack for

Tau Delta Phi

to a suspenseful conclusion which
had officials and reporters biting
their nails.

An Air Force search plane arrived over Carpenter’s raft at
11:39 am.
Two paramedics, airborne first
aid men, leaped into the sea to
attach a large flotation bag to
t h carrier at once
Aurora 7 to keep it afloat and to
RESCUE ANNOUNCED
give Carpenter any help he needThe reset lc Was announced here ed while waiting for surface craft
at 140 p.m. PDT, about three to recover him.
hours after Carpenter’s calculated
The National Aeronautics and
-’I14o III Sit
It1;11 st
down and nearly eight
LONDON..’lay that it splash after his Atlas rocket hurled Space Administration estimated
hours
that Carpenter’s Aurora 7 space
becomV.:" sending is squadron of jet tighter planes to Thailand, thus
him into space above Cape Ca- craft touched down about 10:41
ing the fourth member of the Southeast Asia Treaty Organization naveral.
FIAT. PDT about 1000 miles southagainst possible
Ill contritnite
armed forces to that nation’s defense
Space officials lost radio contact east of here.
hint’."
romunist invasion. Prime Minister Harold Macmillan told the
o with the astronaut shortly after
118
0:
a.m., braking rockets
formal rem iest fr
if mAt
C ommons in London that Thailand had made
Britain would 103(1 a.m. ptyr and said it rip- to bring his craft down from ora squadron of
British Hunter Jet fighters and that
neared he bad overshot by 200 bit Wemt! fired as he approached
comply
miles the scheduled landing area the southwest coast of the United
STUDENTS RECEIVE DEATH PENALTY
’101) miles sthitheast oi here. But States.
,
UPIl Four Vieln.aucse it
SA
. 011
’
Carpenter had reported everyconvicted of attempting to assassinate U.S. Ambassador to South Viet a Navy search aircraft %Oise’ quently picked up the spacecraft’s thing aboard the craft in good
Nam Frederick Notting jr. wen! sentenced to death NVerinesday by
beacon
iradio
landing
and
followed
condition for the fiery descent
I ;Pedal military tribunal, it was reported yesterday.

world wire

SPARTAN

ian Says:
kthletics’
ggestion that colleges stop
ng students like children
nut away competitive athwas issued yesterday 1.,y
cJ
Steele Commager. speakr

fur the first annual honors convocation as San Jose State.
The speaker, a noted American
historian, addressed a capacity audience of students, parents, and
faculty members for the event.
Attending the event were more
than 200 students whose names
appeared on the lists of President’s Scholars and Deans’
Scholars. The lists included students whose grade point averages
for the last Rt.., semesters were
4.0 and 3.5 and above.
Congiatulations were extended
to the honored students by Pres.
John T Wahlo.r:st and the deans
’’us.
of the
..

cot; RE-CREATION
CLI.
A
’Jet-imager called for a "re1)..
creation of the "community of
learning." He reviewed the contribution which Europe made to
America during the 18th and 19th
centuries and pointed out that
much of the culture of the United
States came from abroad.
HENRY COMMAGER
Then, he contended, the United
... convocation speaker
States began to export its culture,
particularly its political ideas and
Iideals. S uch political "exports"
Ihave resulted in "revolutions" in
many parts of the world, he said.
"Nationalism is rising in many
parts of Africa and Asia." the
speaker commented. Dr. CommaSJS coeds, in addition to - ger said there are two kinds of
Mg seniors, were honored nationalism, the old kind which
annual Home Economies is benevolent and the new kind
-lent banquet Wednesday which is chauvanistic.
. All of the honorees are
BETTER POSITION
in that department.
"Because American nationalism
receiving special awards I has been benevolent, we are in a
Janis Slayton, junior facI better position for world leaderyard, Betty Lamp charm.
ship than other major countries,"
difornia Home Economics , the historian stated.
ward. $300: Joyce Kaida,
Dr. Commager said that the
I
Helen Mignon award, $25: ; challenge confronting the United
Deacomis, sophomore, fac States can be compared with such
vard, $50: Karen Snyder. events as the settling of the West,
in, Grange scholarship. the Industrial Revolution or Amer-

Dept
nors Eight

le Donne, graduate, Joseand Frank Morris award.
Edith Graham. senior, Pusan. scholarship. $100: Win smolt, senior, departmental
for highest grade point:
retta Amerian. sophomore
Spears.
graduating seniors of the
’sent were introduced bj
urence Smardan. professo:
I development and famil
ships.
: speaker at the banquet
eonard McConnell, execitvetor of the Family Servin., Santa Clara eotinty
I

ition’
Raft

1111111.11MILIR
ASTRONAUTScott Carpenter (right) engages in another mission briefing before his successful orbital flight yesterday. He
circled the earth three times, then overshot the designated landing area by 200 miles. He was picked up three hours later by
helicopter and reportedly is in good condition,

’ ican victory in two world wars.
The speaker contended that the
,
most effective method of meeting
this challenge was through higher
education He said there is a need
for a "peace corps" to take Amer(Continued nun Page 4)

Council Bill Seeks
Annual MOO Fund
For Scholarships
,
A bill ainuai at establishing a
ASB-sponsored
’permanent.
, scholarship fund was brought before Student Council during the
’ group’s regular meeting Wednesday.
Introduced by graduate representative Rod Diridon, the plan
provides for the appropriation of
$1000 each year from the ASH
.zeneral fund tor financial aid to
members oh the student body. The
hill also makes provision for accepting and publicizing contributions from interested sources.
The hill was referred to a council committee for further considerat ion.
Under the proposal, as outlined
by Diridon. the funds would he
handled by the college scholarship
office. Applicants for aid would be
judged on: degree of need: scholastic achievement and degree of
service to the campris and. or
community.
Diridon’s bill, whieh must come
before council twice more before it
’ can he effected, is a revival of a
measure proposed earlier this semester by %l(5 president Steve
Larson That bill died in committee when the new council took
.

40wassisort*

through the atmosphere to splash- , to limit his flight to two orl,.
%%ell. here it is TGIF
This fear was caused by
down in the Atlantic.
II
again, .ind what
dis
As expected, radio contact was! cations that the fuel supply
III
are our plans Jar the
lost during the descent because of the spacecraft’s jet controls
Shovil inn-,
’0 eekendl
ionization of the atmosphere by’ being used up too rapidly. Off:
Twisting’? Or perhaps
the 3000- decree heat generated cials ordered Carpenter by rach,
IIII
II. eoneert? Any action
to switch to hand control nil It.
by air friction.
s ...I plan. you’ll look
Jets to conser,’e the supply
OVERSHOOTS LANDING
II
and feel far Netter In 1,
They decided after looking .
Officials concluded when con1111.1141
*OM
from
II
IInen
the
that
information transmitted
tact was not quickly regained
W.A. Neat Iss tailorCarpenter’s craft had come in at spacecraft instruments that eo
a
(nit in root vk rinklean angle which meant he had fuel was left to keep the Cal,III IIII
reshting d a.’ r 0 n and
POint ed right for another and final
overshot the mark.
II
...ii..n s C OUP 101110.
Carpenter had completed his j orbit.
l’’
-0
()oh
II
Depletion of control fuel forced II
first orbit at about 7:19 a.m. PDT I
and his second at about 8:47 a.m. termination sifter two orbits
There was a moment during his the orbital flight made last No.
Hi)()’. ATKINS
second orbit when ground moni- I vember by Enos, the chimpanzee
tors feared it might he necessary act ronant.
IN SAN JOSE
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Prof Describes Pri
Suggests Causes,

(Continued From Page IA)
cording to its constitution. ts "to
the sciences." It WAS first formed
in DM at Cornell university.
Chapters which elect by privilege exist only where the doctorate is given. The SJS chapter. existing since the fall of 1953, is composed of previously elected members. Because the doctmate is not
given at SJS. this chapter is not
a full one.
Another group, although not an
honor society, which contributed
greatly to the Honors convocation
is the Spartan foundation. This
organization believes firmly in an
investment in tomorrow. Therefore, the foundation has given
more than 200 young men the op-,

"I’ve thought of publishing I
By TIM BARR
Dr. James E. Blackwell, now paper." said Dr. Blackwell, "1
SJS assistant professor of sociol- I’ve never gotten around to it
ogy, was a first-hand witness to suppose my written account
an aborted prison escape at Wash- leased some of my anxiety dev
ington state reformatory at Mon- oped from the knowledge of no
less brutality."
roe. Wash., in 1959.
Professor Blackwell’s position at
GUARD CHANGE
that time was acting administraThe date was July 6, 1959.
tive assistant to the superintendent was 2:30 p.m. At this time,
and full-time administrative and I change of guards was to ti
research associate.
place. Only a skeleton crew
Dr. Blackwell wrote an account] guards would be covering ti,
of the attempted break entitled, posts.
-The Long Visit." in which he deThe four escapees rushed a I.
scribes the 1312 hours of terror Iguard and subdued him. "This
that faced prison officials and 39 where the first mistake N
captives of four enraged prisoners made." said Dr. Blackwell
who kept their would-be subduers correctional officers didn’t ca
at bay with machete-type knives out their responsibility at the
ginning of the siege. The first
used ir the prism’ iiiitcher shiip
ficer who was attacked shc
have blown his warning whist
"The second mistake was m
10-Speed BICYCLES
by the second guard attacks
From
Schwinn
said Dr. Blackwell. "He six
Helve++
$69.95
never have attempted to help
Raleigh
Complete
first guard. Instead. he should h
Taurus
Service on
blown his whistle and tried
All Models
Frejus
alert the prison officials," con
lied Dr. Blackwell.
PAUL’S CYCLES
1435 The Alameda
CY 3-9766
TO VISITING ROOM
The four and their new gt
hostages made their way into
prison visiting room where
people were conversing. M
PROFESSORS
women and children were in
Live in Finest Area
group.
Near SJS
The prison quartet put a
in to the office. They told
Hem is a rare combination of older
officials to have a car at the n
home charm en Me outside and a comgate, fully fueled, and that I
pletely new ’antedated interior. 30 foot I
would release their hostages
living room, lush wall to well carpeting,
the Canadian border. The pr
all electric kitchen with built-ins. 2 new
baths. 3 bedrooms upstairs "nester bedtook a "wail -them -out attitu
room or family room downstairs. Very
even though the inmates thr
tasteful decor throughout. Ideal locoened to decapitate their guard
lion, near college. for a professor and
Urges.
his family
Dr. Blackwell was on hand
the full 131-2 hour siege.
KMETOVIC AND BELL
walked past the visiting T
Realtors
! many times to check on the
fare of the hostages. Later in
Day or nigh+ call CY 7-9344
evening, the convicts called on

tor demo record ot
Sorg. Scott Warlace, 1
5-^ aet

sinless
or.yrei con.1

Typingfhsis, manusnrpts. etc. R
nisi, relies. ES 7.6498.

Maternity clothes t-,irs. la $,0hr the
I Typing. My home. 1665 Moorpark I
Call 297.8665
CY 7.0207.
P
’56 Merc. Montclair ;
Export typing service. Day or nigh
’RB .1 7%2
"L.. 9-4335
’51 Ford.
r 2 1Typ,ng
10:. r.
r 271 3085
"1
.
For Sala. 53 Chevy. Phi
TRANSPORTATION
57 Renault, P H
,,,
WW, Aberth
he
-. CY 7.9097.

ai.an Rider to share drir.ag and spar
.de. Jwle 14. 3561
exhaust. $400 or

14ILP WANTED
’51 Austin, canver b P0. Owner movin-1 -a anger needan+ please nail CY 3. , Fag show payporn time work. C
9589
men wart’ 3 evenings and Saturde
$125 per week. Phora 378 5
’St Ford Vic. 5000 rai .53 Mern. ere+ $50 to
Feeds. Tr P&H.
ties. Ne. pair. Mel& Fat/pert-time somm sr. ’"ei
PoPPV; Cali 253,7021 eh. 5 per. $290 hours. Established food rt. Top s.
best offer.
earnings ’61 54700 00 plus sniI’sCY 7.4109
FOR RENT
LOST & POUND
Sim wstis s,srartinr iisss,in housing avail.
ebe for girls at T.O.,3;,,f ho,da Board
a"ci rcora $135 dnobiri end 5150 single. Lost: Clipboard w 1 In inr
RE 9 1009
Mon’,
Crill Cr 3.1084,
flab A
GIRLSFALL RENTAL.
r . Ps, s Arr,inel 34/
r.i ?u, 3 e 4 ROI

Dark green cord fable las
$5 reward CY 4 502fin
Los1
the person wile, rrt
"
ir my brinleaso Feeley r
P^q.’
91"
12d,

ROOT for rent el eio
W
$75 ^","- r",
Roseville Apf, Ic, n’shni-1
WrO,r P. 144’ PH .120 So 7th C,s’
1529
Men
Fe’l

Room end board, Summer ang
food CY 2 ,779

C. ,c,ous

2 beim. nom oFf. Furni..hng $100,
Isscheio,. I & 2 lxirms. from $oo 4
So, 611h St.. CY 4.0667 or Al 7-6137.
-

WANTED

0040 girl to Ili At
371., 195’,

...enallinr

CLASSIFIED RATES:
213c lin first insertion
20c line succeeding interSions
2 Imo minimum
TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at %Men+ Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower Hall, or
Semi in Handy Order Mani
vrith Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

SPARTAN FOUNDATION OFFICERSLeaders of the Spartan foundation, inc., for 1962 are
Dan Caputo, president, seated, and, left to
right, Bart Collins, assistant secretary; Leo Ruth,

jr., first vice president; Emerson Arends, second

vice president; and Bob Bronzan, secret, y Not

shown is Anthony Anastais, treasurer.

SJS Committees
Serve Students
Throughout Year

Order of Exercises
MORRIS DAILEY AUDITORILM

The Assot.iuted Student

II:00 .A.M.

San Jose State has numer,,,
mittees to serve students at i]:
I ;sine t. W alias% Ph.D., presiding
college.
Chairman, College Honors Committee
One of the first groups to comp
is. MALL to the attention of students is
Proressional"Trunspet Tune"
Sparta Camp. This is composed af
By the audience members of the student body. The
"The Star Spangled Banner"
Gene A. Waller program emphasized by the group
Presentation of !ismer students
is leadership techniques and qualPresident John T. Wahlquist, PhD. ities.
Commendation to Honor students
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS
"Full Fathom Fise"
Workshops, discussion arouPs
A CAPPELLA I lit I1R
and outstanding guest speake’
make this camp a must for SparThe Convocation .Address
tans Interested in leadership train.
Henry Steele 1.0mmager, Ph.D.
. ing. The camp is directed r,IL
Professor of Histor, and -Imerican Studies
planned by a student iiireeior an ,
Amherst College ijrrm t Professor, Colombia
staff. Top-notch %indents ,tnti
I MI pr.’’,
ilsinposi Hi,
RS PP ’thy members
Ian, Dirt"
ing staff.
A I.APPE1,L.1 till tilt
Another group aiding the some’,
8) the audience
"Had. Spartans. Hail!"
operation of the camel’s is
HUMP. Recognition committee. It plans
Recessions1"March in G"
and conducts an all-eampus RecogRichard R. Jr++on, R.M. Organist
nition day banquet each spring.
William J. Erlendson. M.A., Conductor,
Recipients of ASH and AWS
A CAPPELLA
awards and outstanding seniors are
honored on this occasion also.
’NW
A vital organization is the Orientation committee. This group
plans and coordinates student Sic.
!wales which occur as part of each
eines ter’s orienta t ion pr .’-:-cm rsr
new students.

A for Achievement

CLASSIFIEDS
1929 Graham Paige,
1280 CY 3 Cl 82

portunity to deelos. ’licit minds
and leadership qualities through
scholarships or grants-in-aid from
funds raised by the foundation.
The foundation has, since its in,eption four years ago, become a
eommunity effort. It is supported
by business, industrial and governmental leaders in the greater
San Jose area.
Today, the initiation of the Honors convocation will be a first for
the foundation also. The foundation is serving a major role as cosponsor of the event. It is constantly mindful of its investment
in tomorrow and through its cornmunity effort is focusing its attentions to the academic achievements of many San Jose State students.

YO

Honorary societies at San Jose State comprise a vital part of the
academic college community. The societies are noted for their service
to the institution and to the Associated Student Body as well as for
the recognition they bring their members.
Blue Key is a national men’s honorary society which was established to promote school spirit, uphold school traditions and encourage
scholastic achievement.
organization. brag that a woman has never set
d th
Members re
identified by their light blue shirts foot within their tower. It is kept
with a key insignia on the pocket. under lock and key or is guarded
are chosen on the basis of work in at all times.
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campus activities and scholastic
There are numerous honorary
standing.
Black Masque is an activities - organizations at San Jose State
honor organization for senior SJS open to students excelling in variworrun who are outstanding in ous fields of study.
In the Education department,
scholarship and Set Oil" to the college. Thirteen women are chosen Delta Phi Upsilon and Kappa Deleach year and are named at the ta Pi offer recognition for Spartans in that field. Delta Phi Upspring recognition banquet.
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the college and community. The on the basis of scholarship and prowomen participate in such activi- fessional promise. Kappa Delta Pi
ties as the Associated Women Stu- is a national honorary society in
dents banquet and Big -Little Sis- the field of general education,
] In the English department, Epter patty.
Spartan Shields is a men’s as.’- silon Eta Sigma is the local hontivity-honor organization for soph- orals. society for English majors
more, junior and senior Spartans. and minors and Pegasus is the creMembership in the organization is alive writing honor society.
Epsilon Eta Sigma plans major
based on scholarshiP and allaround service to the Associated department programs. firesides
Student Body and college corn- and presentation of guest speak:,10.11-1411tin Who 11.1%c worked to be
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era. To qualify for membership in ]
munity.
Pegasus, a student must have his
PROJECTS
recognised on this day! Congratulations for setting your
work published in Reed, college]
Projects of Spartan Shields ingoaI_ high, for aiming for an A in scholastic achievement.
clude operation of information literary annual.
depart]
In
the
Horne
Economics
Congratulations, scholars, for attaining your goal.
booths during registration and
ment, Phi Upsilon Omicron, nasponsorship of Scienis Open :House.
Today, two groups of scholars are receiving special
tional professional honorary organSpartan Swam, the counterpart ization. functions to recruit home ] recognition
the President’s Scholars and the Dean’s
to Spartan Shields, is a service or- economists through contact with.
Scholars.
ganization of sophomore women high school students.
who forward useful college and
The President’s
))))) ryes are full-time students who
Epsilon Pi Tau is an educational
community projects.
have reeeiyed 4.0 grade point as erages in the spring semeshonorary organization in the InMembership in the organization dustrial Arts Department. The frater and fall semester of Phil. Scholars honored by presence
is based upon willingness to work, ternity presents speakers from in-:
on the lican’s list are Spa rl alit lio receis ed 3.5 grade point
service to San Jose State, and high dustrial firms for meetings.
scholastic achievement.
averages and Anise in the past two semesters.
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Tau Delta Phi, an honorary so- upper 10 per cent of their class are
You scholar, are setting an example for the entire San
ciety at San Jose State which has eligible for membership.
exclusive lease on the 75-year-old
Iota Delta Phi Is the local
Jose State population. You are -aying it can be done! You
ivy-covered tower. is a senior men’s French honor society. It was
are saying, "see me. I have made a name for myself and
organization which promotes in-1 founded in 1932 to give students
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"1962 Graduates: NO JOB SECURITY, NO PENSION PLAN
Ni) HEALTH PLAN. If you are aggressive, have a back.
ground In Journalism, horsiness or advertising, this is a most
ante:mil opportunity in a unique field. ROLLER DERBY need,
management trainees. For basikground, we Page 2, San Fran
risen Chronicle Sports Green Section, May 14. Job involvm
teasel stithIn and ontaidr United States. Contacts highest leve
with newspapers, radio, television and all media. Salary corn
insinsurate situ ability. No sports background required but tis
iust contact OS for inteniew unless you have definite potential
Mall resume to Roller Derby, 153 E. 14th Street, Oakland
We will contact you for interview. Work toallable on par
time basis until zrailliation.-
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Societies Will Honor
Outstanding Scholars
In Honors
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Who’s Who
Barton, Suzanne
Birchard, Ronald G.
Chambers, Dennis C.
Clark, Judson C.
Cooper, Edythe L.
Davis, Brent E.
Deasy, Bernard T.
Diridon, Rodney
Doll, Susan
Gerevas, Ronald E.
Goldstein, Barney
Hardin, Linda L.
Hauck, Robert W.
Hayes, Patricia E.
Heisinger, Dale H.
Howe, Linda J.
Lucas, Linda L.
Mangseth, Berniece A.
Meserve, Sharon Brawley
New, Mary C.
Olimpia, Gary L
Olsen, John W.
Reesink, Nancy A.
Ross, Patricia D.
Trimillos, Ricardo D.
Warren, Carole A.
Wood, Gary W.

For graduation and the summer months
ahead! Cool, lightweight blend of 55%
Dacron polyester/457,, wool, for sharp good
look and long wear. Bled, grey, ch,srcoal
and olive. 3 - button model with natural
shoulders.
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Beauty College
154 C SECOND
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Frank talk about your hair: Vitalis with VI
keeps your hair neat all day without grease.
Naturally.V-1 is the greaseless grooming discovery.Vitalis’i
with This fights embarrassing dandruff, prevents dry.
’less, keeps your hair neat all day without grease. Try it!
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